
ArrowTrade’s direct coverage
of the 2008 Archery Trade
Show fills pages 42 through

98, a record amount of coverage for a
show that set a record of its own. The
495 exhibitors rented a record
159,350 square feet of space, which is
why there was plenty of room for the
8,184 attendees. As predicted, the
more central location helped draw in
more buyers: the key categories of
dealers, buyers and distributors rose
by 14 percent over last year’s show in
Atlanta, to 2,937.

While most of the action was
centered on the show floor, we want-
ed to lead off with a few photos that
illustrate that’s not the only place
where business gets transacted.
Above right, Buck Wear President
David Trapp used a morning media
breakfast sponsored by Bear
Enthusiast Marketing Group to talk
about how his brand is expanding.
Of course Buck Wear is known for T-
shirts with great graphics, but now
the firm is printing sweats and hood-
ed sweatshirts so your customers

can portray their passion in a lot of
other settings. As with the T-shirts,
Buck Wear has merchandise displays
available to help the retailer.

Below left, Rinehart Targets used
the same breakfast to introduce an
improved Tree Stand Buck and a new
Turkey in the dealer line. Consumers
can purchase the elk and mosquito
direct. President Jim McGovern is
holding the replaceable insert that’s
a new feature of the Tree Stand Buck,
which helps train the hunter to hit
the vitals from above, whether the
deer is square on or quartering away. 

At right, Easton Technical
Products hosted a media lunch that
was an opportunity to recognize the
achievement of Fred Eichler (far

right), who completed a Grand Slam
of North American Game using a
recurve bow. Chuck Adams (second
from left) was the first to do it with a
bow, and he joined marketing head
Gary Cornum (left) and President
Greg Easton (third from left) in con-
gratulating the host of Easton
Bowhunting. Among the members of
the press watching the award and
learning about the latest Beman,
Easton and Delta products were
(photo lower right) Jeff Millar, Curt
Wells and Dwight Schuh of
Bowhunter Magazine, and Jay
Strangis of Petersen’s Bowhunting.
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Thursday evening several hun-
dred retailers watched the finals of the
World Championship for the Hunting
Simulation Organization, which over-
sees timed pop-up 3D competitions.
Amanda Sission (above) and Tim
Gillingham (right in photo above
right, with Mark Herring) came out on
top in their divisions. 

About 3,000 show attendees
filled the Sagamore Ballroom Friday
evening for the ATA Great Giveaway,

where manufacturer and dealer
board members (in yellow below)
helped spot the winners of the 100
prizes and usher them to the stage.

The ATA Archery Trade Show will
return to Indianapolis January 8-10,
2009. We look forward to seeing you
there.

By Tim Dehn, John Kasun & Mike Raykovicz
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Muzzy Products designed the new SGX Small
Game Head to make a big impression on small furry
and feathered creatures. The big sharp trocar tip is
backed up by stainless steel arms that resemble the
company’s Grasshopper accessory. The new small
game heads are sold in three packs.

To the right, Chris James stands by some of the
products the Georgia firm is using to reinforce
brand loyalty with its customers, like shirts, mugs
and decals referring to the Muzzy Moment Club.
Muzzy Moments are memorable hunting moments submitted by customers and
displayed on the web site or on the North American Whitetail TV program Muzzy
sponsors. Muzzy’s entire catalog is on the website now, James said, and the sales
are routed by the Shopathon system to the closest participating brick and mortar

retailer. Find out more about Muzzy’s hunting
and bowfishing lines at (770) 387-9300.

Cobra’s 2008 line has more new products
than we’ve seen in years from this veteran
Oklahoma accessory builder. At left, Russ Freeman
holds a film dipped DR sight, one of three which
replaces the traditional dovetail gang windage
and elevation adjustments with dual polished
stainless steel rails. You can adjust tension on one
rail with a rubber-tipped setscrew to provide as
much drag as you like,then lock down your setting
with a thumbscrew tipped with a brass insert. “ The lockdowns held tight even after 100,000
shots were simulated in lab experiments,” Freeman said. A new product numbering system
makes it easy to find your favorite new sight: This one is the DR329LOST, for a 3 pin DR model
with .029 fibers in the new Mathews Lost Camo finish.

These sights and new TRL models that operate on a hex dovetail system use new Coilpin
fiber optic pins, where the fibers are protected in clear polycarbonate that’s attached directly to
the pin.This makes it easy for a dealer to replace a pin or for a customer to rearrange the colors
to his liking. At right, if you sell Cobra
releases you’ll appreciate the higher
grade straps for 2008, shown at left
with the 2007 version to the right.
See these and many other new
products by calling (800) 352-6272.

Dick Tone of AAE/Cavalier stood by a display of Lightning and
Avalanche rests the Arizona firm builds in styles to match specific bow
brands.The Lightning (shown below with a new Whaletail launcher in
place of the standard one) uses magnets to keep the rest in position
and to keep its arrow holder in position. Fall-away rests are so popu-
lar that Tone was surprised in the interest for the Pro Blade, a tourna-

ment rest that uses fixed spring
blades in one of three thickness-
es. Tone said people like the
micro-adjustments that can be
made for elevation and windage.
Reach this vane and accessory
builder by calling (928) 772-9887.
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Grim Reaper’s (right to left) Matt
Bateman and Darrell Bozarth were
preaching to the choir when they
brought up the company’s filmed pene-
tration tests. Brothers William and Bob
Genaw of Bullets and Broadheads in
Kimball, Michigan, had already viewed
the company’s DVD and then duplicat-
ed some of the testing on their own
lanes with samples the Utah firm sent.
Grim Reapers penetrated plywood as
well as the fixed blade G5 Montecs their
shop likes to sell, they said.“Rage claims
to have the penetration, but we didn’t
get the same results when we tested it.
We’ve been looking for a good design in
a mechanical, something customers
won’t come back and complain about,”
the retailers told ArrowTrade.

You can reach Grim Reaper at (877)
474-6732.

Martin Archery Head Machinist Aaron Hamilton
was part of the design team behind the company’s fast
new Firecat and the look-alike Moab. This Black
Platinum is one of three standard target finishes.
Through the year Martin will also be offering custom-
painted target bows at a $175 premium. While the
Firecat has an aggressive draw curve and Hybrid CAT
Duo Cams, the Moab is powered by a single M-Pro Cam
that now carries an adjustable draw stop.The Moab has
a softer draw force curve some shooters will appreciate.
Hamilton said orders have been so strong Martin will
buy one and maybe two new machining centers to add
to the five it operates around the clock now.

Below center, Ryan Martin showed us some of the
packaging used for a Fly series of accessories within the
new Wildman brand that should appeal to more than
Martin bow owners. He’s holding a pack of Fury Vanes,
a “biscuit-proof”hybrid design that falls between a con-
ventional profile and the short high fletch that’s
increasingly popular with hunters. Call-outs of key fea-
tures on these accessory packages should work to
increase sales. Reach Martin Archery at (509) 529-2554.
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VaneTec’s Chris Metzgus (left) talks strategy before the
show opens with Marvin Carlston of the parent company,
Gold Tip. Their goal was to get sample packs of the new HP
vane into the hands of as many retailers as possible. This is a 2
inch long vane .545 inches tall, that at 5 grains is about half the
weight of a conventional 4 inch long V-Max vane.The vane has
a cupped base so you can apply it with a helical clamp without
the edges trying to lift, and it’s ready to go without cleaning
the base. The tough co-polymer won’t bleed color onto other
vanes, and has memory that helps return it to shape.The vanes
are built under Metzgus’ direction in Oregon, then shipped to
the Utah Gold Tip plant where Marvin’s wife, Sherell oversees
their packaging and shipment. Call (800) 551-0541 to order.

Mark Nichols introduced ArrowTrade to the new
Bullhead broadhead from Magnus with the aid of this scaled-
up model. Designed for turkey, the three blade Bullhead
comes in a 100 grain model that cuts a 2-3/4 inch swath, and
also in a 125 grain model whose 4 inch cutting diameter will
aid those who prefer head and neck shots.The .048 inch thick
stainless blades can be replaced or resharpened and three
extra blades come in each three pack of completely assem-
bled heads. Nichols said it took six months to design the
head, which uses angled blades to help insure good flight.
Reach Magnus Broadheads in Kansas at (620) 793-9222.
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The New Toxonics
SolidLock sights carry the
MetalOptic pins that caught the industry’s
attention two years ago. These sights have thicker
mounting arms that dispense with the simple aluminum dove-
tails commonly used for gang windage and elevation adjustments. A
machined steel plunger (see arrow above) is threaded to more secure-
ly mate with the aluminum components, without damaging the
Realtree AP or Mathews Lost Camo film dip finish.Black is also available.

President Scott Slates (at left) is introducing a different way to
approach stabilizers with the NewBalance units. As the name

implies, it pivots left or right, slides forward or back to bal-
ance the bow and its accessory load to help tighten

your groups. Order it with an Alpha Shox in AP, with
the Mathews Harmonic Damper in Lost Camo,

or in basic black with or without optional
rear weights. Call (573) 436-5130.
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Katie Wilberding of Ameristep showed us the
Dream Season blind that TV hosts Mark and Terry
Drury helped the company develop and market.The
avid treestand hunters designed it with vertical
shooting ports so it could be used on elevated plat-
forms. Printed in Mossy Oak’s new Treestand, the
premium blind comes with a scent-adsorbing
ScentBlocker carrying case, seen on manikin at right.

Below, Ameristep CEO Brett Wehner had his
energy-efficient SunRayz infrared heater mounted
by this Truss Technology System treestand. The
cable-braced ladder doesn’t require a stabilizer
brace to the tree, and is said to be both safer to set
up and stronger
than conventional
ladders.The tough,
t imer-equipped
heater is a good
choice for patios,
porches and hunt-
ing camps right
now. Within a year
a portable power-
pack may allow
you to take one to
blind or stand. Call
Ameristep at (810)
686-4035.

47Circle 198 on Response Card
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John Schaffer
head of Schaffer
P e r f o r m a n c e
Archery (right  in
photo at left)
holds an unfin-
ished prototype of
an Opposition sight that pivots and snaps onto studs on the
riser in seconds so it’s easy to case bows. Sight pins coming in
from each side are lit by fibers running to a light incorporated
within the mounting bar. Artwork from this retailer/manufac-
turer’s site appears above, and you can call (952) 894-6169 for
information on ordering the product that Schaffer estimated
would be ready eight weeks after show time. Talking with
Schaffer are Mike Kottkamp of Mike’s Archery, Irvington,
Florida and Chuck Gries of Anglers and Archers Outfitters,
Branson, Missouri.

The hot pink color of the new Sienna from Alpine
Archery drew Miranda Rosenthal to pick it up and draw
it back. The representative of Schmidty’s Specialty
Strings in LaCrosse, Wisconsin said she also liked the feel
of the grip. The modular-risered bow is optimized for
short draw archers with a new Mini Velocitec Cam and
will fit draw lengths down to 23 inches, but it comes right
hand only. The pink powdercoat is set off with clear
anodized hardware. Reach Alpine in Idaho at (888) 909-
4717 or talk to your Alpine sales rep: That’s Larry Stiscak
of Xtreme Marketing in the background.

Below, Cheryl Saunders of Pape’s Archery looks the
2007 order totals up for Jason Lane of Family Archery in
Rushville, Illinois. Lane is an ARRO member who uses the
Louisville, Kentucky distributor for fill-in orders and when
he needs something fast. Reach Pape’s at (502) 955-8118.

Robert Wengrznek of Old Town Archery Shop checks out
some of the new traditional bows from Greatree Archery
with the aid of Skip Thompson (right). Greatree has added a
new line of FireFox youth bows made by K&K in China that are
similar to the very affordable Mohegan models. Where
Mohegan bows have white limbs, the FireFox bows have black
fiberglass for the outer layer and the risers are laminated from
black walnut, cherry and beech.

The new Manchester brand from Greatree includes the
dark-limbed Highlander and light-limbed Ridge Fire hunting
bows, and three Solo longbows including one finished with
clear glass over bamboo laminates. Bear Paw products are
also new to the Greatree Catalog, and include longbows and
the short horse bows, as well as knives and many leather
goods for the traditional archer.

ArrowTrade was pleased with the way this retailer
responded when we asked about photographing him.
“ArrowTrade is the best magazine out there for retailers and
it’s the only one I read cover to cover,” he said.

For a copy of Greatree’s 28-page catalog and dealer pric-
ing information, call the Connecticut firm at (860) 643-7344.
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Chief Operating Officer Mark Bower (at right) said crossbow
giant Horton Manufacturing has been quietly building limbs,
cams and other components for vertical bows for years, under pri-
vate label agreements with existing manufacturers. With the aid of
Chuck Nease (left) the company has launched the Vertical By
Horton line, a name that makes sense when you consider com-
pound crossbows and compound bows already have much in com-
mon. Nease, who had founded and long headed Custom Shooting
Systems, is now director of Vertical Archery R&D at Horton
Manufacturing. All bow manufacturing and assembly was trans-
ferred to the Ohio plant after the acquisition of the assets of
Outdoor Products Group was announced September 28, 2007.

Bower said Horton is keeping things simple for the retailer in
2008. “We have a short treestand bow,
and an intermediate length bow for the
more accomplished bowhunter and 3D
archer. We have a long riser parallel limb
bow and a 41 inch bow for the guy who
still wants to shoot fingers. All these bows
are accurate and easy to shoot, because
that’s part of their CSS heritage. The OS
wheel system Chuck Nease had designed
is very user friendly and we include a
module kit with the opening order that
lets you trade in modules so you don’t
end up with a drawer full of them.”

The Tunerz silencing line came to
Horton along with the bow company
purchase, so the long Vista Nease is
holding and the short Ascent Bower has
are completely outfitted with the rub-
bery noise and vibration dampers.

For a look at these new bows and
new crossbows from Horton
Manufacturing, call (330) 633-0305.

Carson Optical’s Tim Faust showed us the new
Bino Armor case for binoculars. Instead of snaps or a
noisy hook & loop closure it uses a silent magnetic sys-
tem, something hunters will appreciate. Faust said
Carson has picked up about 200 dealers in the last year
and a half by focusing on how its HD series binoculars
can match the best optical performance other brands
can offer, at half the price. This fall it introduced a less-
expensive JK series that’s designed to retail around
$130 and has the close-focusing capabilities needed for
birdwatching. Also new is a nifty Naviscope monocular
with digital compass. Reach Carson at (631) 963-5000.
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Black Widow Lures has been selling fresh deer lure since
1995, and packs it in amber pharmaceutical grade plastic bot-
tles to block light from degrading it. Andrew and Janice
Bogulski keep two deer herds so northern retailers can order
their gold label product and southern retailers can order the

red label. Andrew said northern and southern whitetails are
from different subspecies and research shows their secretions
are different. Black Widow has straight urines, estrus urines, a
Dominator lure made up of buck urine and interdigital glands
and a Scrape Master that combine buck and doe scents.

Reach the firm at (352) 592-5340 but don’t look to
receive their fresh urine products until September.

Coach and ArrowTrade Columnist Larry Wise
(below right) gets ready to autograph a copy of his
Core Archery book for Ron Owens of Pine Grove
Archery, Russell, Pennsylvania. You can learn more
about books and shooting schools at larrywise.com or
by calling (877) 464-9997.

Chet Grant of Grand Traverse Plastics is shown with Shirley Gelinas of Kwikee Kwiver.
Grant’s plant is where the four compound bow quivers are molded and this year you’re
able to order them in the new Mossy Oak Treestand and Mathews Lost Camo finishes. At
left, we zoomed in on an all-camo quiver that will be added to the line later this year, and
a Kwik-3 with one piece stem is also in the works for fans of that lightweight quiver who
don’t need the folding feature. Shirley’s son and daughter-in-law were also helping at the
booth, while they watched their camo-clad daughter. Reach Kwikee at (231) 938-1690.
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Winner’s Choice has developed a
new camouflage string loop that won’t
stretch and is stiffer than conventional
loop material, meaning it stays in posi-
tion for quick hook-up. Dealers can
stock carded 2-foot lengths for resale or
can order 25-foot spools to keep
behind the counter. Reach Winner’s
Choice at (541) 575-0818.

High Country Vice President
Richard Batdorf demonstrates the new
Speed Force he designed to help win
back more pro shop business for High
Country. Batdorf is a co-owner at High
Country and said he personally shoots
every bow before it’s shipped, signing
off on a tag that indicates draw length,
weight and speed.

The Speed Force is a 33 inch model
that uses twin Trinary cams to develop
IBO speeds of 342 to 352 fps. High
Country uses two cams and three mod-
ules to cover the 25 to 30 inch draw
length range and builds this bow in 40
to 80 pound peak weights.
Cables anchor in the cams, not
on the axles, so any effects of
string stretch on timing are min-
imized. The draw force curve
stores a lot of energy but the 7
inch brace height means it’s not
a critical bow to shoot.

“Our motto in building this
and the  37  inch Supreme Pro
was “best of the best” Batdorf
said as he pointed to the Barnsdale laminated limbs, Winner’s

Choice strings and
cables, roller guard
and the multiple
BowJax silencers.

The 37 inch
Supreme Pro shares
the same comfort-
able grip and
“machined from bil-
let”construction but

uses a long 30 inch riser for more stability. Risers receive a
double-dip in the camo tanks so the Realtree Hardwoods
Green finish shows minimal distortion. Brace height on this
model is 7-5/8 inches and speed is still impressive, at 321 to
331 IBO. The model I zoomed in on above shot 317 fps at a
29.5 inch draw length and 62 pounds draw weight, when
Batdorf had checked it over at the factory. Suggested retail
on this model is $799, and High Country has set a Minimum
Advertised Price (MAP) of $699. The shorter Speed Force sells
for $749 MSRP with a MAP of $649. Reach High Country
Archery in Dunlap, Tennessee at (423) 443-4185.
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Apple Archery had a commanding presence on the
show floor with a new display booth whose supports were
formed of carbon rods and extruded aluminum plates. The
high tech booth is very light to ship, Kurt Weber said, and he
offered to put other exhibitors in touch with the booth
designer. At right, Skip King shows A.J. Miraglia of Scrubby
Buck Archery the new string serving machine developed to
apply high tension on the string as the servings are spun on.

After transferring the string from your jig you’d slide this fix-
ture hand tight and clamp it in place with the black crank.
Then you’d use the long upright lever to activate the die
spring, a flattened coil spring. This one applies 321 pounds of
pressure to your string, and other spring weights are avail-
able. Apple Archery plans to have the new machine in pro-
duction by March. Reach the firm at (800) 745-8190.

Sullivan Industries is more committed to bowfishing
than ever, with the introduction of a Hydro-Strike bow built
for it by Pearson. Below, Norma Sullivan displays the striking
36 inch compound. It adjusts from 21 to 30 inches in draw
length and from 75 percent to zero letoff, important since
most bowfishermen don’t use a release. It has two quiver
studs that hold a single bowfishing arrow and a line pull spool
that protects your hands when retrieving stuck arrows.

Innerloc broadhead fans will find two new models that
allow you to align blades to your nock and fletching, some-
thing that can help tighten groups from high speed set-ups.
The Falcon (shown below) and Carbon Tuner heads are up
front in the 2008 catalog. Get one by calling (706) 782-5863.

Morrell Manufacturing introduced a new Square
Shooter at the 2008 ATA Show with the help of Rick Kimes
(right). The stuffed field-point target has an inner frame to

keep it’s shape, and comes with a two-
year warranty. The four sides carry dots, 9-
ball, darts and deer vitals. Mike Thomas is
behind the Combo package that gives
your customer a Yellow Jacket broadhead
target and Yellow Jacket field point target
in the same colorful box. Reach the
Arkansas target builder at (800) 582-7438.
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Darton’s target-finish Pro 300 (held by Kevin
Beach at left), the machined risered AS50 held by
John Masloski and the cast riser AR25 at right have
something in common. All are based on GPS-G2 cam
technology developed by hybrid cam pioneer Rex
Darlington. Sales Rep Jack Jensen pointed out the
small half-cams in each end that slave together the
main cams to keep everything in time whether or not
you draw back straight and whether or not your
strings have stretched. A short cast riser lets the AS25
retail for $399, while the AS50 offers 310 fps IBO at a
price point of $499. Draw lengths adjust through
modules and each bow comes with all
the modules needed to cover a 6 inch
span. Reach Darton at (989) 728-4231.

Mossy Oak Biologic now includes a
product that’s mined, not made or
grown. The BioRock that Bobby Cole
holds is a natural mineral that contains
salt & about 50 trace minerals. A salt lick
draws deer in warmer months, but Cole
said BioRock can attract deer year round.
For more on it and new hog-hunting
products, call (662) 495-9292.

Angel’s booth was displaying tar-
get quivers made of tough, water-proof
Clarino, a type of man-made leather. BCY
handles Angel string material and serv-
ing, but you can find its leathergoods at
www.angel-japan.net

Circle 132 on Response Card
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Once camouflage patterns were introduced on fabric and
a year later you’d be able to find matching hard goods. Now
the products come out simultaneously. Pat Epling of Mossy
Oak stands next to a display of the new Treestand pattern
that includes matching bow and quiver. Epling started talking
to bow and accessory companies in early summer about the
coming pattern launch so they’d have the decorated products
they needed for ads and catalogs that hit the street this past
fall. Mossy Oak is now the source for the film carrying its
trademarked patterns and some generic patterns, and it
keeps an inventory for shipment to vendors and to third party
processors. Part of Epling’s job at the Mossy Oak technical cen-
ter in Murphysboro, Tennessee is to make sure patterns print
as true to the original design as possible, whether it’s being
done through an anodizing process, a film dip or a dye subli-
mation. His counterpart on the fabric side of things is Steve
Culhane, Mossy Oak’s director of textile management.

Allen Rasor (left) checks out the new 1/8 pound spools
of string material from BCY Bowstring with BCY President
Ray Browne. Rasor is the Lead Product Development
Engineer for PSE, which primarily uses string materials from
BCY. Browne said the new smaller spools were added to
make it more cost effective for pro shops and small custom
string makers to carry more of the company’s 20 colors. A
single 1/8 pound spool should do three sets of strings and
cables or 6 to 7 strings. BCY still stocks the 1/4 pound spools

and the one-pounders
larger volume users pre-
fer. For a 2008 catalog
and price sheet, contact
the Connecticut firm at
(860) 632-7115.

TenPoint Crossbow Technologies retailers already carry
some of the most expensive models on the market, and now
there’s a new benchmark. The compact Phantom Xtra shown
in this kit has all the Phantom features, with a fine lam-
inated wood stock that moves the retail price to
around $2,500. This year the Ohio firm also has two
new recurve models in the line, Jacob Hout said, with
prices starting at $399. Reach TenPoint Crossbow
Technologies in Ohio at (800) 548-6837.
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The Fuse accessory division of
Hoyt USA borrowed technology
Easton had developed to take the sting
out of aluminum bats for its new
Carbon CX stabilizers. The Carbon CX
6.5 stabilizer Jack Kennedy is holding
incorporates a short section of woven
carbon material that kills high frequen-
cy vibration and helps transfer the
longer wave lengths from the riser to
the stabilizer end.There they are damp-
ened by a combination of the popular
Doinker Technology from Leven
Industries and Fuse Shock Rod technol-
ogy that surrounds the weight with
rods formed of Limbsaver material. The
hunting stabilizer weighs just 5.4
ounces in this size, or 6.8 in the 8 inch.

Also new for 2008 is the Fuse
Carbon CX Stabilizer in target lengths
of 27-1/2, 30 and 34 inches. The carbon
rod makes it super light and it comes
with a single and double weight so
your customer can have three options
for how much weight to hang on the
front end. Kennedy expects the hunt-
ing models will retail from $80 to $100
and the target versions will go for at
least $150. Find out more about Fuse
accessories at (801) 363-2990.

55Circle 248 on Response Card

Bill Leven is offering a royal deal on
the Doinker Chubby Hunters. They’re
identical to the Chubby Hunter Plus sta-
bilizers but instead of coming with a
selection of camo in the package,
Chubby Hunters already have the die-cut
vinyl applied with a weather-proof per-
manent adhesive. Get them in Mossy Oak
New Break-Up, Realtree HD or HD Green.
Available sizes are 3, 4, 5 and 6 inch, and
dealer cost ranges from about $15 to
$30. Reach “The King of all Stabilizers,”
Leven Industries, at (818) 700-2899.
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Vital Gear’s Ben Afshari (left in photo at right) talks with a Canadian
retailer about the 2008 line. Vital Gear now makes sights using the fine .010
fibers, as well as .019 and .029. It offers a choice of pins that angle up from
lower left, that come in straight from the side, or that meet in the center
to form a Hollow Pino port. Vital also has a new more affordable drop-
away rest, the Everest360 that like the Vital Drop and Kaz Away 07, incor-
porates twin clamping arms that close over the shaft and hold it secure-
ly until it is time to draw and shoot.You can hook the activation cable to
the buss cable if you prefer, but this included cable slide (inset photo at
right) makes adjustments easier as you simply press it into the slot at the
desired length. Reach Vital Gear in Kentucky at (859) 253-1003.

Bear Archery is using good designs,
smart marketing, strong partnerships, gen-
erous dealer margins and the resources of
parent company Escalade Sports to gain
market share in the archery industry.

Above left, Josh Spencer liked the Truth
Bow Bear designed with the team from
Primos Wild Game Calls, but he figures this
new Truth II will do even better for the
Illinois store shooter. Below that photo from
the demo range are retailers Ronny Ragan

and Joey Brown of Shulers Great Outdoors in Commerce, Georgia. They came
to the show and thanked Chris Sanford (center) for developing the Piston
Point broadhead, which as you can see has no trouble deploying even at
extreme angles.They found Sanford in the Bear booth, because his company
was recently acquired by Bear and the unique piston activated, rear deploy-
ing broadheads are now called Undertaker under the Trophy Ridge brand.

Under the Trophy Ridge marquee is where you’ll find the series of four
new seamless carbon arrows as well, which Jason Pickerill was good enough
to show us at right. Above right, Texas retailer Paul Godsey stops at the giant
booth to talk with Bruce Hudalla, head of the group that provides nation-
wide-representation for Bear Archery. Reach Hudalla Associates in
Minnesota at (218) 346-2734 or call the inside sales office in Montana at (406)
388-8104. To contact Bear Archery directly at the Evansville, Indiana head-
quarters, dial (800) 694-9494.
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Wyandotte Leather’s Gerry Kaufman is having col-
orful, inexpensive quivers, armguards and shooting
gloves sewn at the Michigan plant. The company wants
to sell them to go into youth bow kits and to distributors
who will get them to dealers and to school archery pro-
grams. Reach this “Made In USA firm” at (734) 282-3403.

National Sales Manager
Jason Fuller (left) and VP of
Engineering Jeff Pestrue
(below) helped Eastman
Outfitters introduce a
crossbow line to the U.S.
market that was already
available in Canada.

The X-Force crossbows
are assembled using a combi-
nation of U.S. and foreign
components, and the three
models come in kits with
MAP pricing of $399, $499
and $699. At the top end,
your customer gets a com-
posite stock with SilenTech
rubberized coating in the
Mossy Oak Break-Up finish. It
offers a metal rail and 16 inch
power stroke that produces
330 fps. Call (800) 241-4833.

Flex Fletch came to Indianapolis with a new booth and a pair
of recent introductions. On hand to talk about them were (left to
right) Barbara  Grundman, her husband Dan, Judy Stahl, her hus-
band Jack and Vince Grundman.

The Flash was introduced as a short, high profile hunting
vane and had to be produced with a stiffer thermoset resin than
the original Flex Fletch vane. Vince said it was so flutter-free at
high speeds the company introduced a new Extreme vane using
the same material. Like the sample he’s holding, it has a tradition-
al profile but is optimized for people shooting high-speed setups.
The Extreme comes in three sizes. For more information, call the
Flex Fletch team in Minnesota at (800) 626-3844.
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See your local dealer or call:

330-231-1613
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PSE Engineering Manager David Kronengold
told ArrowTrade how the company was capitalizing
for 2008 on the interest generated by the Pro Series
X Force at last year’s show.“Almost everything we’re
building now is based off the X Force Technology
platform. What makes X Force technology so spe-
cial is not the performance, it’s the performance
coupled with the feel and accuracy.”

Kronengold said the success of the X Force
encouraged major players in the industry to partner
with PSE for 2008. At left is the Pro Series X Force
Dream Season bow Mark and Terry Drury will be
using on their popular TV show. With a brace height
1 inch longer than the original X Force, it’s also avail-
able in target colors as the X Force 7.

At lower right is the Mossy Oak X, with limbs that
still go beyond parallel at full draw but which show a
less extreme angle than other models. That means
you can service it in a conventional bow press, an
important factor for the chains and box stores that are
able to purchase this main line model.

Kronengold said the X Force Super Short at top
right was brought to the show as something of a
gamble, since the veteran bow builder wasn’t sure
how dealers would react to a 26 inch axle-to-axle

model that looks even tinier (above) in the
hands of Pro Staffer Tony Zedan of Michigan.
“This bow goes to a 30 inch draw, has a 7 inch
brace height and shoots 330 fps IBO,”
Kronengold told ArrowTrade.“We make it in a
standard and short draw model.We’ve had to
pretty much force people to shoot it in the
demo area, but once they do they love it.
Orders for it are going like gangbusters.”

X Force Technology is also available this
year under the Browning brand, in the form
of a Grand Illusion. Kronengold said the new
model shoots 326 IBO at 80 percent letoff,
and incorporates an innercam design (left)
that makes draw adjustments a snap.

Reach the bow builder at (520) 884-9065.
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Rob Mason (left) is the new Chief Operating Officer at Parker Compound
Bows and Parker Crossbows. We photographed him working alongside Johnny
Grace in one of two booths the company staffed at the ATA Show.

Mason has been a business consultant and advisor for 15 years, and three years
ago he advised Parker President Bob Errett on the purchase the Outdoor Colors
film dip facility in Rutherfordton, South Carolina. Right now he lives in Richmond,
Virginia  with wife Scottie, son Evan and daughter Anna, but the family will be mov-
ing closer to the Mint Spring headquarters of Parker soon.

Mason holds the new BlackHawk XP, which like the Shooting Star-XP
Competition and Hunter is reserved for independent retailers.
The bow has the longest riser Parker has ever produced, yet
it’s just 3.8 pounds because the lightening holes are cut both
from side to side and edge to edge of the riser. Those are
UltraQuad Limbsavers from Sims mounted in recesses below
the limb cups, and two more are carried inside the limbs.

Parker developed two new ARC eccentrics for this bow,
one covering the 27-29 inch lengths, the other 29-31. The
adjustable modules stay in the cam but change the shape of
the track as you rotate them, to keep efficiency high. “Most
cams are optimized at the 30 inch draw length where IBO
speed testing is carried out,”Grace said. Since far more of your
customers shoot 29 inches, that’s where Parker made this
model most efficient. Similarly, you’ll get the best perfor-
mance at 28 inches out of the “SD” version, since 28 is the sec-
ond most popular draw length on the market.

Grace is holding the company’s Cyclone, at about 6
pounds  the lightest ever from a company know for light
crossbows. This one borrows from the military styling that’s
popular in sporting firearms today with features like a picatin-
ny rail that lets you reposition the forearm grip or add acces-
sory lights for predator hunting.The collapsible stock makes it
easy to carry the crossbow over your shoulder and easy to
lean over and cock. The biggest potential for crossbow sales
are the firearms hunters who haven’t been able to hunt in
archery seasons, the former retailer said, so giving them some-
thing familiar makes sense. “In the past we’ve built crossbows
that look like we’ve added a stock to a bow. Now with this
model it looks like we’re producing a gun and have attached
bow limbs to it.” Reach Parker in Virginia at (540) 337-5426.

With its 360° visible laser 
reference plane and an 
incorporated bow 
square with two secure 
connection points on the 
string, archers can quickly...
• Set centershot on the rest
• Adjust windage on 

the sight pins
• Check for cam lean

Contact us today, and 
make plans now to see 
BowPlane2 at the ATA 
trade show, booth #1639.

Get It Straight with

BowPlane2

It’s the most advanced, 
most accurate bow alignment 
instrument ever designed. 

Distributed exclusively by 
American Whitetail, Inc.

www.archerytargets.com1.888.233.1976

(squared)

Circle 198 on Response Card

Todd Levings runs the pro shop at
BowTech headquarters in Oregon, and
now that it’s being expanded to twice
the size he was looking to add another
carbon arrow line. Here he’s checking
out one of the new merchandising dis-
plays from Carbon Express, with built-in
flat screen monitor. Different displays
carry from 18 to 144 dozen arrows. Reach
Carbon Express at (800) 241-4833.
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Jim Dougherty (right) signs a picture for George Culvert of
Willow Bay Sporting Goods, Oconto, Wisconsin in the Easton
booth while Dougherty’s wife Sue looks on. Dougherty started
shooting Easton aluminum shafts back in 1952.They cost about
twice what he’d been paying for cedar shafts, but they stayed
straight and were a lot tougher. “I switched to carbons about a
year ago for my compound bow,” Dougherty said,“but when I
shoot my recurve I still shoot aluminum.” Easton Technical
Products can be reached at (888) 327-8664.

Dougherty was honored Friday, January 11 during a lun-
cheon sponsored by the ATA and POMA, the Professional
Outdoor Media Association. Dougherty was the inaugural
recipient of the POMA/ATA Fred Bear Archery and
Bowhunting Communicator Award, a bronze borsalino hat.
Despite battling cancer, Dougherty continues to write for
industry and hunting publications. Petersen’s Bowhunting
recently published Volume 1 of the Best of Trail’s End if you’d
like to sample Dougherty’s wit and wisdom.

ArrowTrade Advertising
Director Matt Granger (left) talks
with American Whitetail’s Al
Rinehart about the new

Elastifoam system. For less than you’d pay for a simple “block”
style range target, you can now get set up with enough
Elastifoam layers to back up the same area. The advantage of
American Whitetail’s Elastifoam is the lightweight layers can be
compressed and rearranged as they wear. Your can purchase it
in bulk or with an optional Range Binder system in
fixed or rolling models. The rolling model shown
here is especially handy for retailers who need to
move targets closer to the shooting line for youth
instruction, and for schools who need to set up
ranges in gyms for school or after-school archery
programs. Reach this firm at (888) 233-1976.

This new Delta Hot to Squat Doe got star
placement in the big booth shared by Delta and
its McKenzie 3D Targets brand. The use of decoys
is rising among bowhunters and this product
adds lifelike movement. Heather Cline (left)
showed Lyle LaFountain, a Michigan retailer, how
pulling the string wags the tail. Pull it further and
the doe squats on its jointed legs, a real entice-
ment during the rut.

On the McKenzie side the ShotBlocker line of
welded core targets now includes The Wall,
designed for range backstops. Get more informa-
tion on both brands by calling (800) 708-0673.
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In Stock and Ready for Delivery!

Designed to meet the challenging needs of 
archers at any age for recreational use and
programs including schools, clubs, and J.O.A.D.

AdventureAdventureTMTM 48 48
available 15-25# 

AADVENTUREDVENTURETMTM RRECECURVEURVE SSERIESERIES

Available through the following distributors:

AdventureAdventureTMTM 54 54
available 15-29#

AdventureAdventureTMTM 62 62
available 15-35#

AdventureAdventureTMTM 66 66
available 18-38#

RECREATION
SERIES

800.822.8728 / EllettBrothers.com

800.356.2209 / HHarchery.com

800.225.0903 / JakesArchery.com

800.366.4269 / KinseyArchery.com

800.727.3462 / PapesInc.com

Circle 108 on Response Card

Realtree patterns are a mainstay in the bowhunting industry, a
position that was reinforced with the successful introduction of the
AP and early season APG patterns at the 2007 winter trade shows. This
year Terri Troyer (left) first handed ArrowTrade a new Shots energy
drink the licensing department she works in had approved to wear
the company colors, then showed us some non-camo items dealers
may be overlooking among Team Realtree products. The airbrushed
Max 1 hat  and wild tank top are Realtree Girl fashions designed by Jill
Slocumb (in meeting below). In Troyer’s other hand is a bundled hat, t-
shirt and lanyard that takes up minimal shelf space. At lower left is a
compact display of the latest videos from RealTree and its promotion-
al partners. While some Team Realtree items can be purchased on the
company’s web site, Troyer said customers pay full markup and ship-
ping so retailers who stock them aren’t being undersold. Check out
Team Realtree gear and clothing by calling (800) 992-9968.
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Alex Cole (in white), a sales rep for Sure-Loc Archery Products,
goes through the line with Jeff Dulce of Wilde Arrow, Layton, Utah.

Sure-Loc has added a lower cost line of
QC sights that offer three pin sizes carried in
removable modules. That means you could
switch from using .010 pins for 3-D to using
.019 or .029 for hunting. You can order the
sights in a 1.5 inch frame for 4 pins, or a 2
inch frame for 5. They come in direct mount
or dovetail styles, finished in Realtree APG or
Mathews Lost Camo.

Film dipped camo is also available this year in some models of the
premium Lethal Weapon hunting sights, like this Lethal Weapon 1 with
five Thin Pins. Reach Sure-Loc at (812) 689-9926.

Kerri Lovelace of Golden
Arrow Archery, a distributor
that is based in Regina,
Saskatchewan, shoulders the
new Relayer Y25. The cross-
bow commemorates the 25
years Excalibur Crossbow
has been building crossbows.
This one has a 200 pound
draw and laminated check-
ered hardwood stock. This
bow is #1 of the 1,000 that
will be built and has already
been claimed. It is going into
the collection of Kathryn
Troubridge, who heads
Excalibur with husband Bill.

Reach the Ontario firm at
(800) 463-1817.

Norway Industries is expanding its line of
StringTamers, which it has been advertising as 
“the best string suppressor on the market.” Jill
Halliburton is holding a front-mount model for those
bows that don’t have a stabilizer mounting hole facing
the shooter. She was getting feedback from retailers
on whether the company should offer this deluxe ver-
sion, which also incorporates a wrist grip.

Halliburton was also handing out samples of the
improved Predator vane from this Duravane builder.
It’s slightly thicker to make it stronger and the polymer
has been reformulated to make it easier to glue to
shafts. Reach Norway Industries in Oregon at (800)
778-4755.
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Precision Designed Products has done a good job
promoting its gold colored Speed Points, according
President Keith Jabben (at right with retailer Carson
McKinley). Most dealers don’t understand you have the
same adjustable weight benefits by using PDP inserts,
which don’t cost any more than other brands of inserts.

PDF inserts are tapped all the way through to
accept screw-on weights at the back end, in 5 to 100
grain increments. The weights can be added as you’re
building the arrow or to a completed arrow by reaching
in from the nock end with the long tool shown on th
counter. Adding weight to the point decreases or softens
the arrow’s dynamic spine, allowing you to make more
shaft and broadhead choices work for your customer.

Reach PDP in Kansas at (620) 331-0333.

Saunders Archery has made the Firing Line training aid more
realistic than ever. The compact unit already came in release aid
and finger-shooter models, but now you can clip on an optional
three-pound weight tube below it so it mimics the mass weight as
well as the draw weight of an actual bow.

Behind Troy Saunders is a new Saco archery target. Designed
to be shot with blunts, one person can drive the flexible paddles
from side to side or two can pair up in a fast-paced contest. Saco
uses a cam action powered by gravity to return hit targets to posi-
tion, and the weights shown in the inset photo adjust so it will
work even with youth bows. Reach Saunders at (402) 564-7176.

Evolved Habitats says there’s a “bushel in every bag” of the
new Rut’N Apples. The dehydrated apples are a little dry right out
of the bag, Outtech Sales Rep Forrest Rollins told ArrowTrade after
munching on them around the lunch hour, but they’re 100 percent
apple. Evolved Habitats offers a wide line of nutrition supplements
and attractants, as well as wildlife seed mixtures. Reach the com-
pany through Outtech or at (225) 638-4094.
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Bow HolsterGun Holder 

Made in U.S.A
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Hickory Creek Archery’s Rod Ogles (left) shows Ivana Ivanov of the
European Bowhunting Association how to hold the new 23 Magnum when it’s
set up with the Draw-Loc accessory. Because you’re not holding the draw
weight to steady the bow, you instead press on the bar that holds
the safety-equipped release to steady the bow before shooting.
Reach the Mississippi manufacturer at (228) 832-2649.

At right, BowTech R&D Director Craig Yehle straps on a release
to shoot the 23-inch compound bow in the conventional manner.
It’s common for bow designers to check out the competition on the
shooting line, and Yehle said meeting other bow company design-
ers and engineers at a 2007 Gordon Composites Customer Retreat
made that process more comfortable for him.

Peg Urnikis (above) and husband Scott have an
Illinois deer herd that supplies the S&P Scents Fresh
Frozen urines they’ve been shipping since 1995. They
later added a line of preserved scent for stores that don’t
want to store frozen scent. Recently S&P obtained the
right to market patented carbon-based scent eliminators
shown below. Reach S&P Scents at (877) 314-0043.

Introduced last
year, the Whammy fall-
away rest from Spot
Hogg has been redesigned
to fit more risers. Cabe Johnson
demonstrated how the rest stays up and the cord stays slack
through the draw cycle, so you’re not affecting draw weight,
cables or cams. At the shot, the rest stays in place until the string
is about 6 inches from brace height, when it flips out of the way to
provide fletching clearance. For more on Hogg Wrap sights and
the Whammy rest, call (888) 302-7768.
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Limbsaver pioneer Steven Sims talks with Jackie Caudle (right)
about the company’s new Dead Zone bow. Caudle is a former ASA and
Buckmasters Champion who couldn’t shoot the DeadZone because of
recent shoulder surgery. ArrowTrade’s Tim Dehn couldn’t shoot it until
the waning minutes of the show, because that’s the first time he
checked and there wasn’t a long line. The bow isolates the limbs from
the riser in a new way and the 50 pound version I shot felt like it was
mounted to an invisible wall: It was that shock free. It combines an
inherently accurate straight riser with parallel limbs and moderate 7.25
inch brace height. The bow is advertised to produce 320-330 fps at the
IBO setting, and you can get more information at (360) 427-6031.

Circle 110 on Response Card

G r e g o r y
Smith, the plant man-

ager for New Archery
Products, holds a sample

of the new QuikFletch Vane
System. The tough shrinkable white
tube is first fletched for NAP by Nelson’s
Arrows, then comes back to the Illinois
plant to receive an adhesive on the
inner surface. Your customer slips it
onto a clean shaft, dips the end in hot
water, and he’s got a perfectly fletched
arrow with the added bonus of white
cresting. NAP sells QuikFletch with one
white vane and two of florescent yel-
low, orange or green.

The product comes with the
QuikSpin ST hunter shown as individual
fletching in the small photo. It has
microgrooves and a molded in kicker to
spin the arrow up to three times the
speed of conventional fletching.

This year there’s a cost-conscious
alternative in QuikFletch with Twister
vanes. They use only the microgrooves,
not the molded in kicker, but on the test
rig behind Smith they still spun the
arrow much faster than conventional
fletching set at the same angle.

Reach NAP at (708) 488-2500.
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Will your fletching clamp do this? Sharon Priebe snapped the clamp from
a Grayling Outdoor Products jig onto a fletched shaft, then let it hang there
to show how precisely they grip the fletch. Grayling jigs now come with lines
that show you just where to set the jig for the 2 degrees of offset that is pop-
ular for high profile fletching. A round index shaft holder is now included with
each (shown mounted on jig at right of this display) that lets you choose a
groove that precisely matches your arrow shaft. Something that hasn’t
changed on these jigs is the 15 degrees of adjustment on the nock locators:
You can set a Grayling jig to a customer’s arrow and replace a single damaged
fletch without throwing off the spacing. You can also fletch crossbow bolts
with the included crossbow nock receiver.

For more information about Graylings jigs and quivers, reach this 30-year
veteran of the archery industry by calling (800) 426-8929.

Treelimb Quivers still makes the
lightweight injection molded styles it had
for 2007, but Rod Notestine has also
designed a premium model for those cus-
tomers who prefer the look of machined
aluminum. The skeletal machined alu-
minum frame does make it stronger,
Notestine said, and the suggested retail
price of $89.95 is well under what other
machined aluminum styles command.
Instead of a conventional mounting
block, the quiver frame snaps onto two
lightweight mounting studs. The hoods
are being dipped in Mathews Lost Camo
and Realtree AP and Hardwoods Green.
Reach Notestine’s firm at (419) 658-2910.

At lower left, Jon Silks gets his first look at the new Deliverance that
Pearson Archery plans to have on the market by late in the year. With the
ArrowTrade staffer are his son, Michael and Pearson President Tom McMillan.

Pearson General Manager Jon McMurray explained the
shoot-through riser is being designed to accept the “biscuit”of the
popular Whisker Biscuit rest, as well as the Air Rest distributed by
American Whitetail. (The riser is tapped for mounting rests con-
ventionally as well.) Above that round port is an oblong one that
holds a sophisticated non-magnified sight that combines three
LED pins with a laser rangefinder that’s effective out to 99 yards.
Left and right hand risers are identical, and a dealer could make a
RH bow fit a LH customer with some rigging changes.

While the Deliverance is months away, you don’t have to wait
to order one of the new TX-4 models, Pearson’s fast new single

cam with an extreme reflex to the riser that helps
generate 330 fps IBO. The Xcellerator string sys-
tem eliminates the slippage that’s common
around the idler wheel, which is being decorated
with the shape of the venerable Ben Pearson
Dead Head broadhead. At left you can see the
new stainless steel limb bolt inserts. They ride on
O-rings which provide just enough side flex that
that limb bolt can stay square to the limb
through the adjustment range.

For more on the’08 line, call (800) 441-6734.
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Daryl Anderson,
President and CEO
of Pole Mountain is
shown at right hold-
ing a Bowshield Bow
Carrier, a multi-pur-
pose device that
protects the bow in
storage and during
transportation to
and from the hunt-
ing site. The four
large built in pockets
have enough room
for all the gear nec-
essary for a days
hunt and the padded
non-slip shoulder
strap makes carrying
it all quick and easy.
Pole Mountain’s Fast
Draw is a coil tether
rangefinder holster
that is the perfect
way for the hunter to
protect and keep his
rangefinder close at
hand.

Pole Mountains
Bowlegs Bow Bipod,
(see insert), features
a sleek new design for 2008. The Bowlegs easily attach to any bow
accessory hole or riser cutout and will hold a bow in either the horizon-
tal or vertical position depending upon the chosen method of mount-
ing. The Bowlegs are fully adjustable and come complete with built in
vibration dampeners and do not interfere with shooting. Phone (707)
632-5711 for more information.

Brian Blank, Director of marketing for Medalist,
was kept busy answering questions concerning the
Silvermax technology used by Medalist in their com-
plete clothing line. Blank explained,“Silvermax tech-
nology does not mask, hide, reduce or limit the
growth of odor causing bacteria it simply doesn’t
allow it to start therefore offering the ultimate in
scent control. Silvermax technology is based on 99.9
percent pure silver fibers woven throughout the fab-
ric from which each Medalist garment is made.”

“Medalist garments need no special treatment
or maintenance and can be washed in washing
machine or rinsed in a mountain stream,”Blank con-
tinued.“They are guaranteed to retain their original
odor stopping effectiveness for the life of the gar-
ment and unlimited washings.Medalist offers a com-
plete line of clothing from base layers to outer gear
in light, medium and heavy weights keeping the
hunter comfortable in any conditions. All outwear is
waterproof, fully taped, seam sealed and breathable.
Medalist also has a women’s line of clothing as well.”
Phone (800) 543-8952 for more information.

Circle 210 on Response Card
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Jerrod Lile, General Manager for Trophy Taker said, “At Trophy
Taker we feel we are second to none when it comes to quality and
customer service. As a leader in the drop-away rest design we strive
to continue to lead the industry with new and innovative ideas.”

Lile is shown here holding Trophy Taker’s new for 2008 X-Treme
FC Fall-Away rest featuring the full containment ring with top slot for
easier loading. The rest is ready to use out of the box with the cord
pre-installed. The rest is totally padded for noise free operation. Lile
says Trophy Taker’s X-Treme rests are faster and easier to install on
the market saving the dealer time and money.

Lile is pointing to Trophy Taker’s new Buss Stop cam action cable
clamp (see insert). The Buss Stop allows for quick and easy cord
installation. Simply thread the cord through the Buss Stop and
engage the cable clamp. Buss Stops are included with all Trophy
Taker rests and can be purchased separately to be used with any
other fall-away rest as well. Phone (406) 826-0600 for more info.

For 2008 TechnoHunt is offering inde-
pendent sensor stands to eliminate false
vibration producing more accurate shoot-
ing. New projector screens are also avail-
able which again eliminate vibration result-
ing in improved synchronization and clear-
er pictures. New independent screen
frames make the entire system stand alone.
These combined changes make the system
user friendly and allow the dealer more
flexibility to fit the system into any existing
space. New computer graphics for 2008
also add a fresh look. Shown here the
TechnoHunt gang, left to right, Quinn
Buchanan, Shawn Spradling and Steve
VonStrohe, National Sales Manager, pose in
front of TechoHunt’s new trailer. For more
information call (303) 601-9373.

Jackie Allen, Sales Manager for Barnett Crossbows holds Barnett’s
new Predator model. The Predator is the fastest, most powerful cross-
bow Barnett has offered to date. The 175 pound split limbed crossbow
with shoot through foot stirrup has a 16 inch power stroke and pro-
duces speeds of 375 feet per second. The Predator features Barnett’s
new Anti-Vibration isolation, (AVi), limb system. The AVi system encap-
sulates the limbs to reduce vibration and noise. The Predator offers a
thumbhole stock with adjustable cheek plate and butt plate allowing
the stock to be adjusted to fit the shooter for maximum comfort and
stability. The cheek plate has 3-1/2 inches of adjustment and the butt
plate can be extended 2-1.2 inches. Extra wide cams reduce limb twist
while increasing cable life by reducing stress induced wear.

Allen explained, “Barnett’s crossbows feature GAM composite
stocks. GAM stands for Gas Assist Molding which is a process that pro-
duces controlled tiny voids within the stock producing a strong stock
with minimal weight.” Barnett offers a complete line of crossbows,
c r o s s b o w
a c c e s s o r i e s
and crossbow
p a c k a g e s .
Phone (800)
237-4507.
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President Steve Tentler of Tru Fire, maker of  mechanical
releases, proudly introduced Tru Fire’s mechanical broadhead
the SwitchBlade, (see insert). New for 2008 the Switch Blade
uses no O-rings to retain the blades. The blades are locked in
place and are activated when the tip is depressed ensuring
fully opened blades when the broadhead enters the animal.
The .033 inch thick blades lock open and
can be reset simply by pulling the tip. The
100 grain three bladed head is 5/8 of an
inch in diameter when closed and opens
to a 1-3/8 inch cut.

Tentler explained the broadhead fea-
tures an oversized tip known as OT2 tech-
nology and the bone crushing oversized
tip opens up a larger path than the ferrule
or arrow shaft resulting in less friction and
greater penetration plus a large entry
wound.The heads are matched by weight

in each package of three to within plus or minus one grain.
The head is packaged in a unique flint arrow package for shelf
appeal. Tru Fire has indicated that an extensive advertising
campaign is planned for May through November designed to
make the SwitchBlade a hot item for 2008. Phone (920) 923-
6866 for more information.

Curtis Erickson, (left), President of
Archer Hunter of C.W. Erickson’s
Manufacturing shows Anthony
Borkoski of Hidden Valley Outdoors in
Saint Clairsville, Ohio the fine points of
the Big Squeeze Bow Press. The Big
Squeeze Bow Press adjusts quickly to all
compound bows and many crossbows.
Keeping current with the rapid changes
within the bow industry Erickson intro-
duced the Big Squeeze Limb Fork for
2008. This new adjustable limb fork will
handle all limb and bow configurations
with axle lengths from 20 to 43 inches
including the recently introduced
beyond parallel limb bows.

Erickson said,“The Limb Fork strad-
dles the wheel/cam of the bows limb
and can be opened or closed with an
adjustment knob to compress wide or
thin limbs. Because the limb fork
engages the bow higher on the limb it
makes compression much easier elimi-
nating unnecessary stress on the riser
section.” For more information call
(763) 682-3665.
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Susan Harris, Vice President of Jim Fletcher Archery shows off Fletcher’s
new Jimi T mechanical thumb release, (see insert). The Jimi T can be used as a
thumb release or a back tension release. Harris explained,“Using the release as
a back tension release requires a slightly different shooting technique of plac-
ing the thumb on the trigger and applying back tension causing the release to
pivot into the thumb and trigging the release. The release comes with several
trigger options, a basic stainless steel trigger pin, a knurled trigger sleeve that
slides over the pin and a knurled thimble that can be adjusted for position.
These variations allow the shooter to customize the feel of the release to their
shooting style.”

For 2008 Fletcher has added a 3/32 inch Mini Hunter peep in response to
numerous requests. The three sizes now offered by Fletcher, ¼ inch, 3/16 inch
and the new 3/32 inch give the hunter greater flexibility in matching their peep
diameter to their sight diameter for perfect line-up. Jim Fletcher Archery has
been in business since 1960 and for more information on their product line call
(760) 379-2589.

Eric Presley,VP of Engineering for Big Dog Treestands
said,“Big Dog offers one stop shopping for the dealer. We
offer a complete line of fixed position stands, ladder
stands, tripods and tree stand accessories.” Big Dog has
expanded its very popular Stadium series by adding the
Stadium Basic which gives the dealer an entry level stand
with big stand features. The Stadium is sized for today’s
mature hunter who wants added comfort, room and safe-
ty. Depending upon the model chosen Big Dog offers
large oversized platforms, dual direction seating and dual
rail ladder sections for maximum stability and safety.
Available options for Big Dog stands are camo blinds as
well as complete enclosures.

New for 2008 is Big Dog’s Fast Ladder system, (see
insert).The Fast Ladders are individual two step strap-on
ladder sections for use with fixed position stands. The
individual sections make them ideally suited for crooked
trees. The steps are wide enough to allow the hunter to
place both feet on one step if necessary and eliminate
“hunting”for a step when descending a tree. Contact Big
Dog at (309) 263-6800.

Making its first appearance at an ATA
Show this year was Hunters Golden
Retriever as demonstrated below by Kim
Delbridge and his wife Linda. The one
thing all bowhunters who hunt from tree-
stands have in common is that they have
dropped something and had to climb
back down to get it. The Golden Retriever,
(see below), makes retrieving dropped
articles child’s play. This ingenious device
can retrieve hats, gloves, arrows, packs,
releases etc. Kim Elbridge is shown here
demonstrating just how easy it really is.
For information
on the Golden
Retriever call
(207) 469-1900.
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Jerry Thompson, President of Ram Products is shown holding a
bow on which is mounted his Ratchet-Loc Bow Press. The Ratchet
Loc is designed for use both at home and in the field for safe and
easy bow adjustment and repair. In addition to the bow press Ram
Products offers a line of quality archery tools for both the archery
pro-shop and the do-it-yourself archer. Included in Ram’s line of
quality equipment is a heavy duty Bow Vise, (see insert photo), and
the Carbon QC spine tester. Thompson said, “The Carbon QC is an
arrow spine tester that is designed to help the archer improve their
scores and hunting success by reaching the next level of accuracy.
The Carbon QC makes it easy to sort carbon arrows for consistency
of spine (dynamic stiffness) and precisely index arrow nocks to the
stiffest portion of the arrow shaft resulting in tighter groups.The QC
will also check the concentricity of mounted broadheads to +/-.0005
inch for the maximum in hunting accuracy.” A new addition to Ram’s
product lineup for 2008 is the introduction of an ATV rack for the
easy, safe and secure transportation of your bow when afield. For
more information on the Ram product line call (208) 882-1396.

Circle 139 on Response Card

Steve Fondie of VaporTrail
Archery (at right in photo at right)
was busy with inquiries on VaporTrail’s

various products. VaporTrail makes Vapor Shield lozenges
for effective oral scent elimination. They also produce pro-
fessional quality strings and cables.

Generating much interest at the show was VaporTrail’s
new Limb Driven arrow rest utilizing Limb Driven technolo-
gy, (see below). Fondie said,“The Limb Driver arrow rest was
designed with the intent of simplifying arrow rest set-up
and bow tuning. The Limb Drive rest is spring loaded in the
up position and is pulled down when the bow limbs are at
rest. During the draw the compressed limbs allow the rest
to raise and when the bow is fired the rest is pulled back
down by the cable which is attached to the upper limb.The
arrow is supported for 70 percent of the shot cycle provid-
ing full fletching clearance.The free floating launcher blade
allows the initial arrow shock to be

absorbed, result-
ing in truer arrow
flight and more
accuracy, which
transfers more
energy to the
arrow. Because
the cord attaches
to the upper limb,
not the cables any
pressure on the
cables, which can
affect synchro-
nization of cams
causing tuning
problems, is elimi-
nated.” For more
information call
(800) 310-8110.
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Scott Whitlock, President of ElimitraX, said the hunter is
becoming more and more informed concerning the impor-
tance of scent control and odor elimination. ElimitraX targets
the elimination of the human or foreign odors that can be left
on the ground and surrounding brush by the hunter’s foot-
gear even if it is labeled scent free. Whitlock explained, “The
patented ElimitraX over-boots system uses new plastics tech-
nology to create a totally odorless barrier between the hunter
and environment. All material and human scent have been
eliminated to ensure absolutely no scent trail that will spook
or educate game.”

Also available with the same technology is Elimiscent
scent-free gloves. For complete information call (800) 630-
7290.

Since the initial introduction in 2000 Slick Trick has con-
tinued to expand its line of super short broadheads. Gary
Cooper, President of Slick Trick is shown here explaining the
logic behind Slick Trick technology. Slick Trick claims that its
Alcatraz Bladelock provides the strength of a one piece head
with the advantages of replaceable blades.

Two new 100 grain heads are being offered for 2008 (see
insert), the Razortrick and the Grizztrick. The Razortrick is 100
percent steel and features .040 inch thick blades with a 1-1/8
inch cutting diameter, The Grizztrick, also 100 percent steel
has .035 inch blades with a 1-¼ inch cutting diameter. For
information on these new heads call (870) 934-0131.

TailorMaid Archery Products President, Marv Long, left
and Ken Morris of George Tipler and Associates, TailorMaid’s
newest factory representative manned the TailorMaid booth
at the 2008 ATA Show. TailorMaid, the manufacturer of quality
made bowstrings, is continually expanding its line-up of bow-
strings made to manufacturers’ specifications for compounds,
conventional bows and crossbows. Dealers can place orders
by bow model number and receive a string made to the orig-
inal specs with the same serving and serving placement. To
learn more phone (989) 685-2223.

For 2008 Bowtech has added three new bows said Jim
Velazquez, Media Relations for Bowtech, who is shown below.
Added were the 82nd Airborne, the 101st Airborne and the
General. The bows feature Binary Cam Systems, roller guards
and ShortStop string suppressors. The General has Bowtech’s
Center Pivot Limb technology and is 31 inches axle to axle.

Bowtech’s Diamond line has added two new models in
the form of the Marquis and the Rock.

Bowtech’s Octane accessory line includes several unique
features. The Hostage Pro Capture Rest is a capture rest that
provides complete vane clearance and features rest brushes
that can be easily adjusted to match the arrow diameter. The
Octane stabilizers feature ultra-light tubes with vibration
dampening cutouts. The stabilizers shock dampening directs
any movement away from the bow and towards the target
eliminating vertical,
horizontal and lateral
stabilizer movement.

Also in the acces-
sory line are new one
and a two piece quiv-
ers. Both quivers
come with two hood
inserts, one for fixed
blade heads and one
with a magnetic
insert for mechani-
cals. For information
call (888) 689-1289.
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Shamus Terry, an
Account Manager for
Vortex, was kept busy
showing dealers Vortex’s
complete line of optics
as many dealers are
expanding their inven-
tory line to carry optics
for the bowhunter.

Several new Vortex
binoculars well suited
for the bowhunter were
added for 2008. The
6.5x32, 8x32 and 10x32
Fury and the 8.5x50 and
10x50 Vipers are well
suited for the kind of low
light conditions the
bowhunter faces in early morning and late afternoon.

Among the new optical accessory offerings for
2008 is Vortex’s Binoc-Loc. The Binoc-Loc can be added
to any brand of binocular that has a threaded tripod
adapter,common on most binoculars.The Binoc-Loc is a
small device that “remembers” the setting of the binoc-
ulars once they have been adjusted to the users inter-
pupil distance, (the space between your eyes), making
using them in the field quick and easy. For more infor-
mation on Vortex optics call (800) 426-0048.

Rich McKinney, President of Carbon Tech recently announced
that Carbon Tech will be offering substantial prize money for the indi-
vidual who wins the Gold in the men’s or woman’s division using
Carbon Tech’s arrows at the 2008 Olympics, which will be held in the
city of Bejing, China later this year. McKinney explained that Carbon
Tech manufactures the fastest arrow for Olympic archers. He said the
new McKinney II arrow can increase the speed of a recurve bow by
approximately 25 percent.

Carbon Tech offers a complete line of high quality carbon arrows
for the hunter, and the target shooter as well. For 2008 Carbon Tech is
offering its new CT Wolverine crossbow bolt and its McK Junior
Arrows. For information on Carbon Tech’s complete line call (800) 951-
8736.

All you had to do was stand back and watch Melvin Deien explain his Peep
Eliminator Compound Bow Rifle Sight and you could not help but catch his enthu-
siasm. Deien is the inventor of the rear sight that not only eliminates the need for a
peep sight but promises to increase accuracy for the user as well.

Deien said,“The Peep Eliminator can be used in conjunction with the users pre-
sent sight and only requires that the string peep be removed or not added.The Peep
Eliminator which is very similar to the rear V-sight on a rifle takes the place of the
peep.The Peep Eliminator has the added advantage of detecting bow torque or mis-
alignment. If the archer torques the bow or is not aligned properly the front and rear

sights will not line up provid-
ing a visual indication that
the shot is not set up proper-
ly.The Peep Eliminator offers
unrestricted visibility in low
light situations extending
the hunter’s shooting time.”

New for 2008 from Peep
Eliminator is The Dominator
Eye Sight. The Dominator is
designed for people who
have lost sight in their domi-
nant eye. It allows a right
handed shooter to shoot
with their left eye or vice
versa. For more information
on the Peep Eliminator and
the Dominator Eye Sight call
(618) 526-4427.
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Doug Mann, left, and Sheldon Lovelace were getting
great responses to GSM’s new Epic Action Sports Camera. At
right Lovelace is holding the new unit, (see insert, with bill for
comparison), which weighs only 3 ounces yet can be mount-
ed to a bow, treestand, cap or just about anything else. The
Epic, which uses a SD chip, captures 200 minutes of both
audio and video. Lovelace said,“It is the U2 for hunters.” This
Epic Action Sports Camera will be available in May of 2008.

GSM is the headquarters for two distinct lines of scout-
ing cameras. Dealers are seeing a steady increase in the sale
of scouting cameras. For more information on GSM’s com-
plete line of outdoor products call (877) 269-8490.

Bob Link, Vice President of Trueflight Feathers shows his
line of fletching to an interested dealer.“There is still a strong
market for feathers,” explained Link. “Not only do traditional
archers use feathers but many bowhunters have discovered
that feathers are more forgiving, lighter and tend to give the
arrow better guidance then vanes.” With the growing concern
with hazardous viruses like bird flu Link explained that
Trueflight Feathers has been certified by the US Government as
a supplier of feathers which contain no hazardous viruses, dis-
eases,bugs or insect larva or eggs.For information on Trueflight
Feathers call (715) 543-8451.

Don Lewis, General Manager of Hunting Science holds up
packs of Chlor-O-Flage and Breeze Tracker’s two of Hunting
Science’s popular products. New for 2008 is Hunting Science’s
Night Tracker Glostick. Glosticks are cellume filed sticks that last
six to eight hours and can be used to mark trails when tracking
wounded game at
night, stand locations or
even your parked ATV.
Each pack contains 20
clips complete with
Glosticks and refills are
available. Also new for
2008 is Deer-Odorant.
Deer-Odorant is an all
natural crystallized salt
that provides 24 hour
protection and is hypo-
allergenic and fra-
grance-free. For infor-
mation on all of Hunting
Science’s products call
(888) 627-HUNT.

Ed Schlief,President of Alaska Bowhunting, is flanked on the left by
Graydon Alcorn and on the left by Neil Digweed both from Canga
Archery Supplies located in Australia. Alaska Bowhunting offers a line of
arrows called the GrizzlyStik that are specifically designed to lethally
penetrate big game animals. The GrizzlyStik’s are constructed using a
multi-directional woven technology which results in an arrow with
superior structural integrity and durability. The GrizzlyStik’s feature con-
tinuous taper technology which when combined with the arrow’s  mass
produces an extreme forward of center (FOC) of 18 percent or greater.

For a simple example of the effects of weight forward or FOC
Schlief uses the example of throwing a heavy spike and a dart, (see
insert). While they might both weigh the same it is obvious that the
dart flies more accurately and has better penetration as well. Schlief
says,“If GrizzlyStik’s work well on large game animals they are sure to
increase the whitetail hunters success as well.” For more information
on Alaska Bowhunting and GrizzlyStiks call (907) 345-4256.
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Dead Down Wind was introduced on the
market four years ago and according to Monte
McDowell, Marketing Director, its sales have dou-
bled each year. For 2008, the line is expanding.

McDowell explained, “Carbon Reactivator is a
garment cleaning agent designed to eliminate
odors, clean the garment and reactivate the carbon
molecules leaving the garment scent free.It not only
cleans the fabric but the carbon molecules as well.A
new body deodorant was added to Dead Down
Wind’s personal care line which is an all-natural glyc-
erin based deodorant that uses no harsh
chemicals. Evolve Field Spray is based
upon Dead Down Winds bio-engineered
Nanozyme technology that prevents and
eliminates a full spectrum of odor causing
molecules.With the growing tick problem
and the concern with deer ticks and Lyme
disease Dead Down Wind has introduced
.38 Insect Spray.The spray dries within 30
seconds scent free and can be applied
directly to the skin keeping the user bug
free for eight hours between applica-
tions.” Call (888) 486-8339 for more infor-
mation .

The Bowkaddy is a
completely versatile bow
holder, says inventor
Arliss McNalley. The
Bowkaddy can be used
for displaying or storing
a bow, on a workbench
when working on a bow
or it can be mounted in a
truck or on an ATV.
Special bases are avail-
able for mounting the
Bowkaddy on the new
utility vehicles, such as
the Rhino, as well. The
jaws are padded to hold
the bow safely and
securely. Call (780) 842-
7150 for additional infor-
mation.

David Trapp, President of Buck Wear, left and
Bob Bryson show some of the new line which will
be available for delivery in the fall of 2008. In addi-
tion to its popular clothing line Buck Wear is
adding a high end casual line. The new items
being offered are short sleeve t-shirts with long
camo or solid colored sleeves sewed on giving the
appearance of a layered look. Camo lined hooded
sweatshirts and screen printed thermals are also
available.

All items in Buck Wears line use the same
popular themes and high end art work. New
graphics and hat designs are constantly being
added. To assist the dealer in-store fixtures are
available to display the enhanced product line.
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“We hold these truths to be      
self-evident, that not all strings 

are created equal.”

Winner’s Choice uses a unique proprietary 
process that other string companies have 
tried to copy, but none can equal. We have 
set the industry standards for quality, 
customer service and our one year limited 
warranty.  “If you are looking for the world’s 
best bowstring there is only one choice”
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Mark Whitt, President of Extreme Archery Products is shown here
in front of a display of Extreme Archery’s popular Shrink Fletch which
makes accurate fletching quick and easy. Extreme Archery also makes a
complete line of hunting sights, target scopes and hunting and target
stabilizers. Whitt says Extreme’s most popular hunting sight is the RT
900.The sight comes with a fiber guard and full capture pins so the fiber
optics are totally protected. A Purple Haze light with adjustable inten-
sity fits all Extreme Sights and ensures bright pins regardless of the light
conditions.

New for 2008 is the TS Hunter, a single pin sight with a light system
that will make low light shots a snap. Also new are the Extreme Air
Weight Hunting Stabilizers which are machined out of aluminum but at
the cost of rubber. (See insert left to right for the RT900, Extreme Weight
Stabilizer and the TS-Hunter.) Call (606)928-9447 for additional informa-
tion.

Sam Collora’s daughter Kristi helped out at the Mrs. Doe Pee’s Buck Lure
booth during the show.Sam Collora said,“I have been raising deer for 20 years
and have been in the lure business for 17 years. Mrs. Doe Pee's is no flash-in-
the-pan.We have grown steadily because we offer quality products and focus
on customer service. Our lures are fresh, clean and uncut and we place great
importance on getting it to the customer on time. Because we also run our
own archery pro shop we have great insight into the dealers’ needs. As deal-
ers ourselves we know how important it is to make money and we strive to
help our dealers do the same.” Call (319) 385-3875 for complete information
on Mrs. Doe Pee’s products.

Mandy Sims, Office manag-
er for Briar Lakes Productions
holds an array of new videos for
2008. Five new titles will be
added to Jack Brittingham’s
World of Hunting Videos as fol-
lows:Ultimate Hunting for North
American Big Game #7; Buck
Fever #7 Volumes #1 and #2;
Tanzania Adventures, The
Adventure Continues and
Tanzania Adventures Friends,
Family and Dangerous Game.
For a complete listing of avail-
able videos from Briar Lakes
Productions call (903) 677-0820.

Gibbs Archery Gear is enjoying its 12th year
of developing and supplying archery products for
the hunter. “All of our products come right out of
my head,” laughed Al Gibbs, President of Gibbs
Archery Gear. Offering 22 different products, new
for 2008 is the Bowhunters Hook and Holder which
carries the bow while walking and provides a hold-
er when on the stand. Also new is a Thigh Pack for
cargo pocket type storage, an EasyCase/Crossbow
Sling and a Hunters Super Light with five LED lights
and SOS emergency flasher that attaches to the bill
of your hunting cap. Gibbs’ new Super Reflector
Rope serves double duty.The pull-up rope contains
reflective threads and when left hanging from your
stand can act as a locator. In the dark the rope
reflects from a flashlight beam from distances in
excess of 30 yards. Call (870) 942-4181 for more
information on Gibbs Archery Gear.
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RDT Archery stands for Reverse Draw Technology. President
Jim Kemp explained, “The reversed limbs increase the power
stroke to a dramatic 19-1/4 inches. By increasing the length of the
power stroke the crossbow needs less draw weight to produce
arrow speeds equal to bows with much heavier draw weights.
Less draw weight means it is easier on the shooter with less shock
and less noise.” Kempf says the 100 pound draw unit shoots 315
fps, the 125 pound draw sizzles at 345 fps.

This patented design eliminates the wasted brace height,
because you’re drawing the string past the riser. It moves the mass
weight toward the shooter, making the unit easier to balance.
Kemp and his partner, Sam Collora of Mrs. Doe Pees, introduced
the RDT concept to the industry three years ago, but licensed the
technology to Escalade. Escalade later withdrew from the cross-
bow market to concentrate on vertical archery and accessories.

That gave Kemp time to come up with a new patented trig-
ger design, which incorporates an anti-dry fire device and breaks
over at around two pounds. He said many people who tried the
RDT on the demo lanes compared the trigger pull to that of a cus-
tom rifle. RDT Archery will be producing crossbows in Iowa and is
taking orders for shipments beginning in June. Call (319) 331-
4700 or (319) 385-7255.

Stuart Wright and his wife Becky are shown at right in
the booth bringing dealers up to date on Bowjax prod-
ucts. Wright said, “New for 2008 are the Super Slip Jax
which are designed to slip in between the string for max-
imum vibration damping. Although they are soft to the
touch they are very durable and made to last and are
available in black, olive and brown and they weigh in at 25
grains. Also new are the Slim Jax Rod Dampener, Rizr
Dampeners and Slim Jax Limb Dampeners especially
designed for the new slim limb compounds.” For more
information call (207) 762-3692.

Below, Mike Jones, Co-owner of KME Sharpeners
shows how easy it is to get a fine edge with one of KME’s
sharpeners. For 2008 KME’s knife sharpening kits are avail-
able in either standard stone or diamond allowing the
dealer to give their customers a choice. Ron Swartz the
other half of KME laughed,“Everything we sell is made in
the good old USA and we guarantee everything for life.
We offer a complete line of quality sharpeners, sharpen-
ing kits and accessories for the dealer. The dealer recep-
tion to our products has been terrific and our sales have

increased ten-
fold since last
year.” Call (800)
561-4339.

Circle 217 on Response Card
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Don Garbow, Mr. Buck Stop is flanked by two of his
daughters, Dawn Phenix on the left and Bonnie Johansen on
the right. Garbow said,“Buck Stop has been an old established
name in the industry for over 54 years and works hard to help
the dealer be successful. We offer three Dealer Power
Packages, Gold, Silver and Platinum. These packages reward
the dealer who is doing a volume business and who plans
ahead to maximize their sales increasing their profit margin.”

“Another unique feature of our dealer programs is our
dating,” explained Garbow.“The dealer places his order and it
is delivered with no payment due at the time of delivery. At
the end of the season the dealer can return the unsold por-
tion of his order and pay only for what was sold. How can you
beat a deal like that?” Buck Stop is represented by Bill
Gartland and Associates. For more information call Buck Stop
at (800) 477-2368.

Joshua Lazenby, National Sales Manager for Kowa, shows
Justin Elder of Handee Bowworks of Evansville, Indiana a pair
of Kowa binoculars.“Kowa is a respected name in the field of
optics,”explained Lazenby.“Kowa was established in 1940 and
has been well known in the field of bird watching and high
power competitive rifle shooting for over 30 years. This is our
first ATA Show and we are looking to expand into the archery
and overall outdoor market.”

“Our BD series of binoculars is a quality product at a com-
petitive price point,” explained Lazenby. “Our 8x32, 8x42,
10x32 and 10x42 models are all well suited for the bowhunter.
Not only does Kowa offer a quality product but our pricing
structure gives the dealer a 25 to 35 point profit margin.” For
information on Kowa’s complete line call (800) 966-5692.

Below, Brett Will of Quill Hunting Products showed off
Quill’s new TreeWinch which can be used to hoist any stand
into position and hold it there while it is fastened to the tree.
The TreeWinch will not only make the job of installing a stand
easier but safer as well. For information on the firm’s tree-
stands and treestand accessories, call (405) 598-5462.

The name G5 first appeared on the market with the intro-
duction of its one piece metal injection molded broadhead.
Since that first introduction the G5 line has constantly
expanded its line of broadheads and then added sights, rests,
string peeps and sharpeners. This year G5 added the Metrao
line of bowstrings.

Matt Grace, Vice President and Director of Marketing for
G5 said, “G5 has partnered with Rodney and Karen Ellsworth
the maker of Ninja Bowstrings to produce the Metrao line of
precision bow strings. We combined Ninja’s knowledge of
bowstring manufacturing with G5 manufacturing expertise.
We are focusing on producing strings with a length tolerance
of plus or minus .010
of an inch allowing
the user to get the
top performance out
of their bow. G5 is
producing and stock-
ing cables and strings
to exact manufactur-
er’s specifications and
offers the dealers a
stock balancing pro-
gram. We are excited
at G5 about this latest
addition to our family
of quality products,”
For information on
G5’s complete line
call (866) 456-8836.
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Nick Giannetti, the owner and designer of Steel
Force Broadheads holds up some of his latest models
new for 2008.“Steel Force offers 36 models of cut on con-
tact broadheads with 12 new models added this year,”
explained Giannetti.“Steel Force heads are designed to be
shot from today’s modern bows and have been shot out
of compounds shooting 336 feet per second and cross-
bows with speeds of up to 400 feet per second with field
point accuracy. Steel Force broadheads are available in
weights from 75 to 195 grains to suit every archer’s need.”
For information call (570) 448-2845.

Don Priebe, left and Al Boyd
from Hind Sight teamed up to produce the Hind Sight Pathfinder,
which is new for 2008. Priebe explained,“The Pathfinder is a full draw
sighting system that uses both a rear and front sight to maintain a
straight sight line from the shooter’s eye to the impact point.The sight
can be used for target or 3-D shooting as well as hunting. The finger
adjustment, (see insert),allows the shooter to change the sight setting
while at full draw.This feature is a major advantage for the hunter who
finds sight corrections are needed between the time he draws
the bow and the shot is fired.” For information on the complete
line of call (734) 878-2842.

Scorpion Venom Archery is owned by John Localbo, left,
and John Dreher. “This is our second year in business and our
customer base has grown dramatically,” said Localbo. “We are
both chemists by trade and archers at heart.We formulated,field
tested and brought to market lubricants which would meet the
demands of modern archery equipment technology. We are
partnering with America’s Best Bowstrings on a 3-Star string
maintenance kit with Anti Venom Bowstring Cleaner, Polymeric
Bowstring Fluid and Cam and Serving Lube.New for 2008 we are
offering Crossbow Rail Lube. All of our products are odor free,
waterproof and work as designed in all weather.It’s not snake oil,
it’s Scorpion Venom.” Call (631) 495-0806 or (631) 553-8609.

Circle 158 on Response Card
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At right Brian Holt, marketing and Advertising Director for
Whisper Creek Archery holds the Panther and the Phantom, two new
bows introduced for 2008. The Panther is adjustable from 20 to 50
pounds of draw weight and 17 to 27 inches of draw length. The
Phantom is adjustable from 10 to 25 pounds of draw eight and 14 to
24 inches of draw length.

“We feel these bows fill a critical gap in the market for a fully
adjustable bow that would suit the growing archer at an affordable
price,”Holt explained.“Both bows will come with a quiver,arm guard,fiber
optic sight and hyper light rest.The Panther and the Phantom are priced
at $299 and $199 respectively making them a great value.” Call (866) 429-
5310 for information on Whisper Creek’s complete line of bows.

Below, Ben Summers, Director of Marketing for T.R.U. Ball was kept
busy talking to dealers about T.R.U.Ball’s line of releases and sights.“T.R.U.
Ball is constantly looking for new innovations,” explained Summers.“We
are really excited about our Sniper Jaw and a Half release new for 2008. It
has a smooth pivot point and 360 degree rotation. The length of the
release is tunable with five draw length positions positioned every 3/16
of an inch for a custom fit. The body is ribbed for appearance and
improved grip.”

“The release comes with a forward trigger for increased draw length
which can be replaced with a spring trigger, (included), for the archer that
wants to squeeze the trigger rather than punching it,” explained
Summers.“The heart of the Sniper is its single caliber design that incor-
porates a floating half jaw for added forgiveness.” Call (434) 929-2800 for
information on the new Sniper release and T.R.U. Ball’s complete line.

At left Jerry Mullet,center,President of America’s
Best Bowstrings enjoys a light hearted moment dur-
ing the 2008 ATA Show. “America’s Best Bowstrings
manufactures premium grade custom strings and
cables,” said Mullet.“All of our strings are guaranteed
for one year against peep rotation and are built to
within plus or minus .010 on an inch in length. With
our strings no shoot in is required. Just set it up and
forget it. While this is our first year as an exhibitor at
the show we have had our own archery pro-shop for
six years and we know what it is like being a dealer.
Knowing what a dealer needs we have structured our
program to meet those needs and the dealer recep-
tion has been very good. We are also excited about
our partnership with Scorpion Venom Archery who
we feel makes the best string dressing and mainte-
nance products.” Call (330) 231-1613 for information.
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Ron Boyce, National Sales Manager for MDR 24Seven Scents is shown here
explaining the principles behind 24Seven granular scents and the making of
mock scrapes. “MDR 24Seven offers a complete package,” explained Boyce. “The
scents come in a granular form in a shaker container. Application is just as simple
as using a salt shaker. The scents are available in Early Buck-Tarsal Gland, a curios-
ity scent, Doe in Estrus, Dominant Buck and Unscented which allows the user to
add his favorite scent to the granules.The lures can be used to stop game in a spe-
cific location for a shot, to lay a scent trail, to make a mock scrape or to increase

activity on an existing scrape.”
“24Seven also offers

Branch Magic, (see photo at
left), a pre-orbital gland
extract that is applied to the
licking branch on a mock
scrape or a tree rub,” Boyce
continued. “Branch Magic
makes every mock scrape
come alive and greatly
increases the activity to either
a mock scrape or when used to
draw attention to a natural
scrape.” Call (888) 648-3718
for complete information.

Donnie Paul,President of Cougar Claw Treestands was on hand to dis-
play Cougar Claw’s  quality treestands made in the USA.
Cougar Claw offers three models. The Den II is the ultimate
in portability and comfort while the Bubba which is 3 inch-
es longer and 2 inches wider  and is designed for hunters
wanting a little more room.The Cub is the bowhunters’ ver-
sion of the Den II designed for lightweight agility.All Cougar
Claw stands come with padded seats, folding foot rest, easy
to adjust back-packing straps and full body harness.

All stands are rated for 300 pounds and have a leveling
system designed around a slotted cable, (see insert), which
allows for safe leveling while on the tree. The two pin design ensures one
pin is always engaged while the adjustment is being made and the yellow
heat shrink coating the cable end helps with pin alignment and provides
greater visibility in low light. Call (251) 943-1901.
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Tim Fisher, President of Wilderness Athlete was on hand to intro-
duce a line of products originally designed for the professional and col-
legiate athlete. “Do you know what you call a cave man that couldn’t
hunt or fish?  Bait,” laughed Fisher.“Remember the original athlete was
the hunter and if today’s hunter wants to get the maximum enjoyment
out of his hunts he has to be in shape and treat his body like an athlete.”

“Wilderness Athlete is not a food company it is a nutrient compa-
ny,”explained Fisher.“The company was developed by Mark Paulsen, an
NCAA strength, conditioning and rehabilitation expert with a Masters
Degree in nutrition,” Fisher continued. “Wilderness Athlete has devel-
oped a complete line of foods for the hunter designed to provide the
energy and supplements they need to stand up to the rigors of hunting
the back country. We have three, five and ten day packs as prepackaged
kits as well as having individual portions. We want to work with the
archery dealer to keep their customers healthy and hunting longer.”
Call (800) 752-0133 for more information.

ATSKO is the supplier of the popular UV Killer
which eliminates UV from hunting clothing which
can be readily detected by wild game. “With the
majority of hunting clothing now being produced
offshore UV brightened clothing has again become a
major concern for hunters,” said Michael Jordan,Vice
President of Technology for ATSKO shown here on
the right talking to ArrowTrade Business Editor John
Kasun. “All hunting clothing should be checked for
UV and treated with UV Killer if required. Because
modern detergents also contain a high concentra-
tion of UV brighteners hunting clothing should only
be washed in ATSKO’s Sport-Wash which contains no
UV brighteners and assures your hunting gear will be
UV and scent free.”

To help the dealer educate their customer on UV
elimination ATSKO has put together a Glow
Detection Kit. The kit contains a light that detects UV,
an informative, detailed and entertaining DVD enti-
tled Whitetail Sight and Scent Strategies plus a book-
let entitled How Game Animals See which explains in
detail the difference between human and animal
sight. For information call (800) 845-2728.
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Tim Wilcox, an engineer for FallGuy, was on
hand to demonstrate the FallGuy Tree Stand Safety
System designed by a team of engineers from the
automotive industry that works on the same princi-
ple as seat belt retractors. The FallGuy Original
Retractor has a 3 foot strap and is designed for use
while the hunter is in the stand. The 20 foot
Retractor protects the hunter from the moment he
leaves the ground until he is safely back down
again. The Fall Guy System comes complete with
full body harness contained within a lightweight
vest. The vest can be easily unsnapped from the
harness for cleaning if required.

A unique feature of the FallGuy system is that
the retractors can be purchased separately from
the vest and used with any other full body harness
the user might own. Call (866) 477-6723 for more
information.
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The Hooyman expandable saw made its first appearance at
the 2008 ATA Show. Shown here is its inventor Andrew Hooyman.
“The Hooyman saw with its detachable head is just over 12 inch-
es long when collapsed making it easy to slip into a pack.”
explained Hooyman. “However when extended the arm locks
down in individual sections creating an incredibly sturdy saw that
can extend up to five feet in length allowing the hunter to reach
those pesky limbs and branches. The unit is made from aircraft
grade aluminum in a super strong I-beam configuration. The
channel groove provides a remarkably tight connection with
extreme stability. The saw head features a special four edge tooth
design which cuts far better than other available saws.” Call (920)
728-0900 for more information.

Les Ray (left), the Sales
Manager for Heartland Wildlife
Institute and Steve Gruber, Mid
West Sales, were kept busy
answering questions concerning
Heartland’s products.
“Establishing food plots is a grow-
ing business and hunters are
becoming more aware that spe-
cial blends are best suited for spe-
cific areas,” explained Ray.
“Heartland is developing and
offering special seed blends for
different parts of the country for
specific time periods which are
aimed directly at the users’ needs
as either food and feed supple-
ments or attractors that draw
deer in during the hunting sea-
son. Heartland can also provide
custom mixes for those requiring
that service. Heartland is a one
stop shopping place for seed products and mineral supple-
ments.” Call (866) 494 3337 for more information.

Bruce Ryan, right, of the Ryan Outdoors marketing group is shown below with
members of ASAT Outdoors planning marketing strategies for the upcoming year.
Manufacturers, Manufacturers Representatives, Advertising and Media personnel
consider the ATA Show one of the crucial “must attend” events of the year.“While it’s
business it’s still fun,” Ryan commented,“If I were rich and retired I would still come
here just to hang out and talk to some of the best people in the world. It doesn’t get
any better then this.” PHOTO RIGHT: ArrowTrade’s Tim Dehn interviews President
Rob Smollack about the new ASAT Outdoors program on the Sportsman Channel,

which ought to convince
any doubters about the
effectiveness in the field of
this geometric pattern.
ASAT is introducing a snow
pattern to satisfy Canadian
retailers and a pattern that
meets blaze orange
requirements in most
states and provinces, yet
still keeps game animals
from seeing a human out-
line. Call (406) 563-9336.
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O c t o b e r
M o u n t a i n
Products were first
introduced at the
2007 ATA Show in
Atlanta, Georgia.
The line included
recurve bows, long
bows, bag targets,
and accessory tools
for the archery
shop. Those prod-
ucts were so well
received by dealers
that for 2008,
October Mountain
has expanded the
line by offering sev-
eral models of digi-
tal bow scales and a line of commodity products such as peep
sights, string silencers, and other items. In addition, the com-
pany has completely redesigned the October Mountain line
of bag targets by offering them in new colors and patterns
with shells that are refillable and more durable. Kinsey’s
Archery, a Pennsylvania-based distributor, favors the October
Mountain line of products as they are always available and
dealers won’t have to wait for back orders.

Kinsey’s Purchasing Manager, David Parker (above) said
the value of the October Mountain line of products is to
increase dealer profit margins. “It is a value driven line,” said
Parker. “The October Mountain line of products opens the
door for anyone to get into archery without spending a for-
tune,” he added. The October Mountain line of products is
available through the following distributors: Ellett Brothers, H
& H Archery Supply, Jakes Archery, Kinsey’s and Papes. For fur-
ther information view the website at www.OctMtn.com or
contact any of the distributors we listed.

Game Plan Gear, makers of high quality backpacks for hunters,
has partnered with Lone Wolf Stands to create the WolfPack which is
perhaps the most innovative system available to comfortably trans-
port almost any tree stand while allowing a hunter to conveniently
access his gear once he is securely in the tree. In addition, Game Plan
Gear soundproofed the entire WolfPack right down to the neoprene
covers over the pack’s buckles. The WolfPack is built around GPG’s
patented tree-wrapping function that allows the hunter to remove
the harness from the stand and then quickly strap it around the tree.
The WolfPack features a silent Lone Wolf EVA backrest and offers
maximum adjustability to connect any size treestand.

Also new for 2008, Game Plan Gear has come up with what it
calls Sight Skin. GPG President, Mike Arajakis (left), demonstrated the
Sight Skin to fellow Exhibitor Jeff Hallgren of Swivel Safe. Sight Skin
is made of a neoprene material that universally fits over any bow
sight protecting the pins from dust, dirt, or damage while offering
convenient one-handed removal. Game Plan Gear takes pride in
offering the best quality material and construction possible. For that
reason, the company will stand behind correcting any problem that
develops in any of its products by offering a full repair or replace-
ment at their discretion. For further information call (877)-544-6611.

Fulton Precision
Archery debuted its
new mechanical broad-
head, the Smoke, at the
ATA's 2008 Show. Brett
Fulton the head’s
inventor said, “The new
Smoke has a revolutionary deployment and locking system.
The deployment maximizes penetration unlike front to back
scissor type heads.The blades are sharpened on the front and
rear creating an exit ‘backcut’ in the event the arrow does not
pass through. The blades are easily reloaded and the locking
springs do not allow the blades to deploy on shot inertia. The
3 blades weigh 25 grains and a 25 grain bushing is available.
By removing the blades and installing the bushing, the archer
can practice all year long. When ready to hunt, simply remove
the bushing and re-install the blades.This broadhead also has
an optional Tommy Knocker turkey tip that is interchangeable
with the cutting tip.” Fulton Precision also introduced the
Ramcat  fixed bladed head and the Turbo BSS  turbo spinner
that mounts behind any fixed bladed broadhead for
increased stability. Call (412) 519 5352 for more information.
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Because of the interest in the Stanislawski Stan SX-
2, it took us three tries before we were able to get near
the Stanislawski booth. Al Coon (left) told  Dmytro
Skvortsov of Ukraine the new SX-2 release was generat-
ing a lot of interest because the adjustment capability
of the thumb barrel makes this release special. Other
releases have a simple fixed position thumb adjustment
but the Stanislawski SX-2 has three horizontal adjust-
ments and infinite vertical adjustments of the thumb
barrel. Another key feature of the SX-2 is there is no
need to internally change springs or to disassemble the
release when adjusting trigger weight. The new SX-2
release has an easy cocking mechanism and is available
in Trio and Quatro versions. Contact Stanislawski
Archery Products at (315) 258-0529.

Doug Springer (left in bottom photo) told Steve
Salmon and Nick Astor about Copper John’s new
Hunter Plus bow sight. The sight, available in black,
Realtree AP, or Matthews’ Lost camo pattern is a three-
pin, fiber wrapped, lightweight sight that weighs just
3.7 ounces. According to Springer, the Hunter Plus sight
will accommodate an optional Afterburner light that
enhances the brightness of just the tip of the pins.“This
sight is great when hunting from a ground blind,” said
Springer. The Hunter Plus has a vertical dovetail adjust-
ment slot to ensure the vertical adjustment never
vibrates loose and a bubble level to prevent bow canti-
ng. As a result of customer input, the company has
improved its popular Dead Nuts 2 sight for 2008 with
several modifications which included extended
windage and pin travel. Springer said all Dead Nuts 2

sights make use of the
brightest and most
durable fiber optic
strands on the market. In
addition, all Copper John
sights are “Shockteck”
protected and have their
optic fibers protected by
a vibration absorbing
material that both pro-
tects the fiber and damp-
ens any vibrations associ-
ated with the shot. Phone
(315) 258-9269 for fur-
ther information.

Kevin Fry (left), Marketing Manager at Quality Archery
Designs, discussed with Trey Wetherington of Southern Backwoods
Adventures in Valdosta, Georgia the unique features of the Ultra-
Rest line of drop away arrow rests. Fry said this year, the mounting
block of the four Ultra-Rest models was redesigned to better fit the
new thinner risers of some bows. The newly designed mounting
block has a more contoured bow shelf giving the rest more vertical
adjustment.The Ultra-Rest HD model is offered in AP Realtree camo
or in Mathews’ new Lost camo pattern and has a built in Harmonic
Dampening System that minimizes noise and vibration. According
to Fry, Quality Archery Designs took all the best features of a drop
away rest and put them into the Ultra-Rest. The company’s line of
arrow rests feature total arrow containment, no fletching contact,
full draw indicator marks, and they work on the principle of speed
and timing, not inertia.

Bounce back of the arrow launcher arm has caused fletching
clearance problems with some rests but Quality Archery Designs has
solved that concern by using a patented eccentric cam to brake and
then lock the launcher arm into the drop position after the shot.This
feature is available in the Ultra-Rest HD (shown in inset photo) and
the Ultra-Rest LD ProSeries models only.A cable clamp makes timing
and tuning extremely easy and the laser cut felt on the launcher arm
and containment bracket ensure ultra-quiet operation. The Ultra-
Rest even has a built in safety feature: If the timing cord is not prop-
erly adjusted when the arrow is fired, the spring loaded Break-Away
safety feature protects both the mechanism and the archer. For fur-
ther information contact Quality Archery Designs at (434) 846-5839.
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Tim Ott (left), Director of Sales and Marketing for Creative
Outdoor Products, maker of the Hunter Dan and Hunter Ann line of
Action Figures, discusses with Myron Merkel from World Wide
Distributors in Kent, Washington the new products the company is
coming out with in 2008. The company is offering a full line of 1/9th
scale, World Record Buck replica figures.These new figures are in addi-
tion to the antelope, mule deer, elk, polar bear, wild turkey, Labrador
retriever and black bear Animal Adventure models the company cur-
rently offers   The World Record Buck figures are all made of heavy,
durable plastic and compliment the Hunter Dan and Hunter Ann
action figures. In addition the company is offering three new items
that will surely appeal to kids. A new play tent, play tunnel, and sleep-
ing bag will be offered in a new Deer-Hide camo pattern. Kids can find
outdoor adventure indoors by crawling through the tunnel or pre-
tending to be deep in the wilderness. All of these items are kid size and
are designed for indoor or out-
door use. For additional infor-
mation call (765) 655-1400.

According to Craig Heart,
National Sales Manager for
American Rod and Gun, the
company currently serves
more than 7,000 independent
retail stores in all 50 states and
is the exclusive wholesale
source for Bass Pro Shops.
Heart stated any legitimate
retail store open to the public
is eligible to retail API prod-
ucts. American Rod and Gun
carries all name brand archery
equipment including the Bass
Pro, API and Red Head brands.
The company services full
time independent retailers.
American Rod and Gun has a
sales staff serving the mid-
west and the southeastern
states. For further information
phone Burt Seinberg,
President, at 417-873-5085.

API Outdoors, has been owned by Bass Pro
Shops since 2003 and has always manufactured its
products from aluminum. According to API founder
Paul Meeks, API has recently begun to manufacture a
line of tree stands, climbing ladders, tree pods, and
climbing sticks
from steel as
well. API has
incorporated
the technology
of its aluminum
line into its pre-
mium line of
steel stands.
According to
Meeks, API has
added a new
a t t a c h m e n t
system to its
Quick Step
Ladder in both the aluminum and steel versions,
making both models safer and more secure than
ever before. Meeks (in photo) said this year anyone
buying any API product between May 1 and
December 31, 2008 can enter a drawing for a Toyota
truck, Cub Cadet UTV, a guided whitetail deer hunt
valued at $10,000,or a $1,500 Bass Pro Shops gift card
good for any RedHead hunting merchandise or other
products.API products are available through Bass Pro
Shops and 7,000 independent retailers supplied
through American Rod and Gun. For further infor-
mation contact Scott Shotts at (417) 873-5000.
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Lancaster Archery has a new  division with an
entire catalog devoted strictly to traditional archery
products. The TradTech Division’s goal is to provide
traditional archers with modern performance and
convenience while remaining true to the look and feel
of traditional archery. According to President Rob
Kaufhold (right) who is seen here talking with
ArrowTrade’s Mike Raykovicz, there is no compromise,
only quality with this mission. Primitive and Advanced
Traditional hunting gear was designed by using state-
of-the-art computer modeling to produce the next
generation in traditional bow designs. For instance
quality ILF target recurve limb technology is used to
produce the new Titan recurve bow. Kaufhold said
this bow will become the next standard for quiet,
smooth, and shooter-friendly traditional bows.
Kaufhold said there is a new Titan XL riser coming out
in 2008 that accepts TradTech and all ILF Recurve Limbs for
ultimate accuracy and versatility.The new riser creates a 58, 60
or 62-inch bow from short, medium or long ILF limbs and, the
riser accepts dozens of grips allowing for a perfect fit.
Lancaster Archery is also offering the new Pinnacle Long Bow

featuring the ILF technology and a wood riser. Lancaster
Archery is celebrating its 25th year in business and up to now
has been specializing in 3-D and target archery. For more
information contact Lancaster Archery at (800) 829-7408.
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Jeff DeRegnaucourt (left in photo at bottom) and Tom
Burr call Burr & Company a leader in insurance programs for
the specialized field of archery. They offer product, property
and range liability insurance packages for the entire archery
industry. The company’s package policy provides Property
and Liability Insurance for most archery related businesses.
The company offers additional help to the archery retailer by
offering Loss Prevention Guides for both retail shops and for
3-D archery courses. DeRegnacourt, manager of the archery
department at Burr and Company, is an NAA Level 2 Certified
Instructor and has taught archery classes in public schools for
over 10 years. He helped found the Treestand Manufacturers
Association and is a National Tree Stand Safety Instructor. It
stands to reason that agents committed to the sport under-
stand the problems associated with the archery business and
can offer solutions to these problems based on their knowl-
edge of both the insurance and archery business. For further
information contact Jeff DeRegnaucourt at (800) 878-2877.

Bill Millican, Sales Manager at Impact Archery located in
Alpharetta, Georgia was on hand to show the company’s Digi
Draw bow sight (above). Millican said the Digi Draw sight is
the only bow sight on the market offering quick yardage
adjustment before or at full draw with an easy to read LCD
display. It  allows the archer to dial in the yardage from which
he is shooting and the sight places the pin in the proper posi-
tion for the distance being shot. A shooter simply sets the pin
to be dead on at 10 and then 20 yards and from that point on,
the sight calculates and sets the remaining yardage up to 80-
yards. All settings can be fine-tuned by the shooter. The Digi
Draw sight features 24-inches of .030 Fiber Optic material and
uses one 2032 type battery. The sight extends battery life by
automatically shutting off after five hours of continuous use.
Impact Archery is committed to providing quality bow sights
and consider themselves the pioneers of fiber wrap technol-
ogy. Millican said the company continues to grow because
they value their customers and listen to their concerns. For
further information on the new Digi Draw sight or any of the
other quality bow sights made by Impact Archery contact the
firm at (770) 521-9173.
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Scott Mackie said the Crimson Talon design from 2XJ Enterprises
is radically different from other heads because the head stabilizes the
arrow shaft from the front rather than the rear, using airfoils built into
the broadhead. This innovation is said to completely eliminate wind
planing. In addition, Mackie claimed no other broadhead on the market
delivers as lethal a wound as the spiral channel cut by these heads. The
replaceable Rhino Tuff Xtreme Blades are made from .024 inch thick
surgical stainless steel and are available in 100 and 125 grain models
both with a large 1-¼ inch cutting diameter. Crimson Talon offers fixed
blade, cut-on-contact, mechanical, and hybrid mechanical (cut-on-con-
tact with deployable blades) models. Mackie also noted for 2008 the
company will be coming out with a new “vanishing” arrow rest called
the Tri Vex Rest. It is a combination total containment rest with drop
away features. For further information call (410) 658-9660.

Below, Jesse Simpkins, Director of Marketing at Plano Molding
Company is next to a display of Plano’s new Guide Series Cases that are
designed to protect smaller items such as GPS units, range finders, or any
other electronic devices a hunter wants to protect during air travel or
while traveling to his hunting site. In addition, Plano offers no fewer than
nine models of hard bow cases and three models of soft cases having a
variety of features to suit any archer.The X2 Hybrid bow case is built with
a combination of materials that deliver hard-shell protection with soft-
sided convenience. Features like protective gel inserts for optics, accesso-
ry pockets, and waterproof zippers that allow the case to float will be of
interest to many shooters. For further information on any Plano product
contact Jesse Simpkins, Director of Marketing, (630) 552-9410.

There is little doubt scent control measures are
being taken seriously by hunters. Deodorant, soap,
washing detergent, specialized clothing and even
chewing gum are currently on the market and
available to help hunters minimize or eliminate
odors. However, when it comes to scent control, the
new Moxy Scent Slayer System can be called a
revolutionary product.The name Moxy comes from
a patented, predatory, supercharged, antibiotic oxy-
gen ion many times more effective than naturally
occuring ozone and totally lethal to all forms of
bacteria, virus, mold, mildew, fungus and other
odor-causing microorganisms. These oxygen ion
molecules are generated by the plug-in unit Rock
Gibboney is demonstrating during a Media Direct
Press Conference, then are piped to what resem-
bles a hanging garment bag where your hunting
clothes and boots are treated.

Gibboney told Arrow Trade there is nothing
like it in scent control.The technology was original-
ly created for the medical industry to sterilize
instruments without the need for a steam auto-
clave, and to provide a sterile field around the oper-
ating table. He said Moxy Scent Slayer can give the
hunter an unparalled and overwhelming advan-
tage over the super-sensitive noses of the game
they are hunting. As an alternative to washing, he
said it will dramatically extend the life and perfor-
mance of scent control apparel. The Moxy system
can be used at home or even on the way to the
hunting site. While driving, the Moxy unit can be
placed on the floor of the car or truck and then
plugged into the cigarette lighter or 12 V power
port. Gibboney said Moxy eliminates all odors, even
from bloody, soiled gear and takes only 20 minutes
to make hunting clothes completely scent free. For
further information contact Rock Gibboney at (352)
572-2961.
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Cajun Archery is celebrating its 45th year in business by
producing a variety of new bowfishing products and by pro-
viding arrows, targets, and other accessories for youth and
school archery programs. This year Cajun Archery has brought
out the new Piranha and improved Talon fishing points. The
Piranha fish point is based on a tried-and-true design and,
Cajun Archery President Dave White (right), told Lance
Sullentrap of Sully’s Bowfishing Inc. in Lincoln, Missouri the new
head is generating a lot of customer interest because it is sim-
ple, effective, and durable.This year basic Bow Fishing Kits have
been upgraded to include the Piranha and Sting-A-Ree fish
points. White said the company’s best selling fish arrow was the
Yellow Jacket carbon reinforced fish arrow, which is ideally suit-
ed for those shooting a higher weight compound bow. The
Yellow Jacket arrow is more durable, straighter, and 55 percent
stiffer than white fiberglass arrows. To compliment the Yellow
Jacket arrow, Cajun offers 11 different bow-fishing points
including two styles based on the popular Warhead brand the
company purchased in 2005. For further information on Cajun
products contact David White, President, at (800) 551-3076.

Chuck Pella, owner of Paradox Products, showed customers the com-
pany’s new Bow Sling Elite braided bow sling.The Bow Sling Elite is a double
wide, braided strap with a six-strand braid that improves appearance and
appeals to many shooters.Pella stat-
ed the company can braid a variety
of colors into the strap for cus-
tomers who prefer a specific look.
The Bow Sling Elite has a leather
mount system because some peo-
ple prefer the soft leather mount
rather than a metal one and like the
idea the soft leather won’t mar the
finish of the bow.According to Pella,
Paradox offers more colors and
styles of bow slings than any other
company around. For additional
information about these American-
made slings, contact Paradox
Products at  (816) 377-4870.

PHOTO RIGHT: According to Kris Ruder (left) and Stan Jones,deal-
ers who have customers obsessed with arrow speed will be interest-
ed in the Cardiac bow by Ross Archery. Rudder said the  Cardiac  has
an IBO speed of 320 fps, a machined aluminum riser, sealed ball bear-
ings and  modular draw length adjustment in ½-inch increments.The
Flatline anti-vibration system comes standard on all bows in the Ross
line and features Sorba-Tech which, according to Rudder, is the latest
advancement in anti-vibration technology.The Cardiac also boasts S3
string suppressors, limb suppressors, and a cable rod dampener to
make the Cardiac “the fastest bow you will never hear.”Rudder stated
this year all Ross bows will be made with a Metrao Precision bowstring
from that new division of G5. Each Metrao string and cable is digitally
measured to .010 of an inch not once but twice to keep it within
specs. Also new for 2008, Ross Archery has introduced the Cardiac SD
Cam to produce optimal performance for the short draw archer.
Contact Ross Archery at (8160 767-1432.

ArrowTrade Show Coverage
Continued on page 92
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In late 2007, Primos Hunting Calls acquired Double Bull
Blinds a high end hunting blind primarily used for deer and
turkey hunting. According to Primos Marketing Manager T.J.
Williams, the company is looking to expand the Double Bull
line beyond the archery and turkey categories. Williams said
for 2008, Primos will offer three models of the popular Blood
Hunter Tracking Light.There will be the original Blood Hunter,
Mini-Blood Hunter, and Blood Hunter Plus. By clicking a
switch, a hunter has the option of using the red, green, or
both the red and green light tracking feature as the situation
warrants. The Mini-Blood Hunter has a fifth click position
which provides normal white light. For further information
call (800) 523-2395.

Blacks Creek Guide Gear takes pride in the products they
sell because all of their packs and accessories are field tested by
them. Product improvements are based on both their own
experience as well as the feedback they get from their cus-
tomers. Jay Robert (right) from Blacks Creek Guide Gear
explained the features of the new 2008 Collector Series to Jerry
Emhoff (left) of B&B Archery Products and Dan Tavolocci (cen-
ter) The Collector Series will include the new Bone Collector line
of products including the new Whitetail Fanny Pack, the Small
Bone Collector 1.5, and the Bone Collector 2.5 with the W-SAT
(Waist Shoulder Adjustment Track).The W-SAT system allows for
vertical and horizontal adjustment of the pack to perfectly fit
the body. Also new for 2008 is the Crossbones Cross Bow Case
and the new Pro 44 Compound Bow Case.Contact Blacks Creek
Guide Gear at (208) 455-1249.

At right, John Rapp of Specialty Archery Products spoke
with Ulrika Bengtson of Sweden about the company’s Super
Hunter Peep System. The system is part of the Verifier line of
lenses that screw into a specially designed hooded peep to pro-
duce a clear bright view of the sight pins as well as the target.
“Old Eyes Made New Again,” is their slogan because the Verifier
lenses sharpen the sight picture so pins and quarry are easy to
see.Rapp said Verifiers could be purchased separately,or in a kit.
There are five different powers available. Call (800) 555-2856.

Brian Bychowski, Advertising and Marketing
Director of Pine Ridge Archery/Dubro Products was
on hand to talk about the company’s new AT-5 Trail
Camera Support and other products. Bychowski dis-
cussed the versatility of the AT-5 Trail Camera Mount
and how it could be attached to a metal fence post or
tree with either the strap or clamp provided with the
mount. By doing so the camera can be used in any ter-
rain at any time. The AT-5 works with all trail camera
models. Bychowski demonstrated how the camera
mounting plate could be pivoted to adjust the camera
for the desired horizontal or vertical angle. The AT-5
Camera Support is made of super tough nylon which
won’t rust, crack or corrode. Bychowski told Arrow Trade
the Pine Ridge brand’s main focus is to be an extremely prof-
itable line for the dealer. Call (877) 746-7434 for pricing.
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Apex Gear, makers of premium hunting sights and
accessories, is now in its second year as a premium
brand from the makers of TruGlo, and has added the
smaller .019 fiber optic pins on most of the models in
their Atomic Series of sights. The Atomic Series of Apex
sights are the company’s number one bestseller. In
2008, Apex has added camo as an option for several
models in this series. In addition to its line of sights,
Apex has come out with a new Mqx-Nano Quiver Series.
The Mqx-Nano Quiver is available in either a 3 or 5
arrow version. For further information contact Lorraine
Hellinghausen at  (972) 774-0300.

Tink’s branded products have been one of
America’s best selling deer lures for over 30 years. Tink’s
Marketing Director Terry Rohm (shown at left) said this
year, Tinks has come out with an all synthetic mock
scrape starter it’s calling Power Scrape. According to
Rohm, a lot of hunters are using trail cameras as early as
August or September to check out the bucks in their
hunting area. By making a mock scrape with Tinks
Power Scrape, a hunter can then set a trail camera and
periodically re-check the set up. A buck may come in
and take over the mock scrape often making another
scrape besides the fake one. Rohm explained Power
Scrape will get the attention of a passing buck without
scaring off a young buck. Another new item for 2008 are
Stretch Wicks that Rohm says will absorb more scent
than either cotton or felt. Tinks has expanded its line of
attractant scents to include Tinks New Power Pig, a lure
designed for pig hunters, and Power Buck and Tinks
#69-X, which are both synthetic lures for deer.
According to Rohm, the #69-X smells like fresh doe
urine at the peak of the breeding cycle.The Power Buck
is formulated to smell like a dominant buck. For further
information contact Tinks at (800)624-5988.

Between the
TruGlo and
newer Apex Gear
brands, more than
a dozen new
archery products
are being intro-
duced. According
to Sales Managers
Dan Kerley (right)
and Mark Garcia,
the TruGlo line of
Tru-Site Xtreme
bow sights will have a new Micro-Adjust 8-pin model offered in 2008
for long distance shooting. TruGlo will also be offering added camo
sights to the Tru-Site Xtreme line. In addition, there is a new model
featuring tool-less windage and elevation adjustments.

Shooters this year will also see the addition of the Glo-Brite
Fixed Bracket Sight. This sight will feature an extra-long, protected
wrapped fiber pin and an aperture with a 1.8-inch inner diameter.
Customers will like the glow-in-the-dark shooter’s ring to help with
peep alignment. The vertical adjustment allows the sight to fit just
about any bow. This sight comes with a removable light installed.

Also new for 2008 is the Range Rover, the company’s brightest
1-pin sight. This sight is ultra-light and compact and is adjustable
with just one hand. The Range Rover 1-Pin comes with either a .029
or .019 diameter pin for those who prefer a smaller dot for aiming
over longer distances or in a three-pin model with .029 pins.

TruGlo has also come out with its new Pwr Dot Archery Red Dot
Sight. It features a new precision micro-adjust bracket with a vertical
adjustment that accommodates virtually all bows. It is adjustable
with one hand, is water and shock resistant, and is adaptable for left
or right hand shooters.

Customers will be interested in the Razor sight series from
TruGlo. The Razor sight features a revolutionary Vertical Blade
Technology (VBT), which places all aiming dots on the same vertical
plane by projecting them from within the sight body to a polished
steel blade within
the round housing.
The Micro-adjust
model features
tool-less, ultra-fine
click adjustment
for windage and
elevation. The
aperture of this
sight has a 1.7-inch
inner diameter and
the Glow-in-the
dark shooter’s ring
helps in peep sight
alignment. Contact
TruGlo at (888)-
8TRUGLO, which is
(888) 887-8456.

MQX Nano
Quiver and this
Atomic Single Pin
Sight are part of the
Apex Gear line for 2008.
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Maple Leaf Press offers a com-
pete line of 4 color, 10-Ring FITA
Official Indoor, Outdoor, and 2 color Field Targets in addition to the
NFAA Official 3-Spot and 4 Color 1-Spot targets. As of July 1, 1999,
Maple Leaf Press became the exclusive NFAA Official Target Face
Manufacturer. Maple Leaf produces a full line of NFAA Faces including
Blue and White Indoor, 4-Color Animals, Field and Hunter Faces, 3-Spot
and 4 Color Single Spot Targets. Doug Patterson demonstrated to cus-
tomers the durability of Maple Leaf’s new waterproof extruded poly-
olefin target faces, shown in the insert, by asking them to punch holes
and then see how tough it was to enlarge them. It was almost impos-
sible to tear a hole in one of these targets. Patterson said every target
face is sold on a mix and match basis in order for dealers to get the
best pricing. For additional information call (616) 846-8844.

AMS Bowfishing manufactures a wide line of bowfishing gear
including reels, rests, arrows, fish points, mounts and sights.For 2008, the
company has made design changes to its arrow safety slide and string
containment bottle.The company’s Fish Hawk bow was designed exclu-
sively for bowfishing enthusiasts and is suitable for young and old alike.
Jeff Braun (seen at right) said the company has come out with a new
telescoping Mud Duck Push Pole for moving a boat silently through
shallow water. Also new for 2008 is the AMS Single Tine Gaff Hook for
getting that really big fish into the boat. The Gaff Hook comes in three
lengths and is made with aluminum and stainless steel. Finally, AMS has
redesigned the popular AMS Safety Slide System (seen below on arrow)
so that it is lighter, more durable and more colorful. This system allows
the line to drape off the front of the arrow to minimize the risk of snag-
ging at the shot.As the arrow accelerates the slide slips to the rear of the
arrow so the line can trail from there for best flight. For additional infor-
mation contact AMS Bowfishing at (888) 541-7657.

Chuck Thompson (left) and Rick Leasure talk
over High Point Product’s new lineup for 2008. High
Point Products has completely redesigned its Black
Max Bow Holder to give it a heavier wall construction
in a glass filled nylon resin. The High Point holster
comes in two sizes, a narrow and wide grip model
that will accommodate any size bow riser.A large belt
loop makes the Bow Holster an easy fit for all shoot-
er’s belts and comes in assorted colors.

A retrieval device has been added to the High
Point line as well, for items dropped from the stand.
One model is designed to clip directly to 1-inch
square tree stand tubing and the other is designed to
clip directly to a belt or back pack.

High Point has also developed new, lifelike tree-
stand 3-D camouflage tree branches for breaking up
a hunter’s outline while on watch and a tree stand
utility arm designed to attach to most lock-on stands
to keep a bow and other accessories at a safe and
accessible height. For further information contact
Chuck Thompson at (814) 739-9521.
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Bohning’s new Blazer Tiger vanes com-
bined with their Tiger Wraps continue to be a
flight on the wild side and a hot and popular
item, said Rick Mowery, Bohning Advertising
Director. The colorful Tiger vanes are equally
popular among target archers and hunters
alike. For 2008, Bohning was offering Matthews’
Lost camo pattern on its Lynx 4-Arrow Bow
Quiver. New Blazer “A”, “F” and Pin nocks round
out the Bohning offerings for 2008. Bohning
Representative Dale Voice showed off the new
Blazer Tiger vane colors in the photo above.
Contact Bohning at (800) 253-0136.

Alan Ainsworth was on hand to discuss Monticello
Drug Company’s Nullo internal deodorant for hunters.
Nullo is a chlorophyllin copper complex dietary supple-
ment that reduces body odor from the inside out.
Chlorophyllin copper complex has been approved by
the Food and Drug Administration as safe and effective.
To become odor free, take Nullo 5 to 7 days prior to your
hunt. Most hunters take one pill in the morning and one
at night.“Take two and call the taxidermist in the morn-
ing” is how this company promotes it. Nullo is water-sol-
uble and will flush out of the system within 24 hours of
taking the last pill.For further information call Monticello
Companies, Inc. at (904) 384-3666.

For marketing a new product, Glenn Helgeland says a new or
emerging manufacturer needs to target as many people as possible.
Target Communications produces five of the largest deer and
turkey hunting public expos in the country. Helgeland said the
shows bring in thousands of people and put them in contact with
the new product.“These Outdoor Expos often cause a buzz among
hunters when they see a hot new product”, said Helgeland. “We’re a
hands on, face to face, instant feedback, highly effective marketing
opportunity,” he added.“New manufacturers need to have a mix of
print, television and interactive participation because nobody can
sell their product better than they can.” For additional information
contact Helgeland or Cheryl Keller, shown at right, by calling (800)
324-3337 or (262) 242-3990.

Greg Abbas,
President of A-Way
Hunting Products
was a busy man as
he showed cus-
tomers his compa-
ny’s latest products.
A-Way’s new Turkey
Skinz decoy cover is
a fully feathered
cloth and skin cape
layered with real
turkey feathers that
wraps an existing
decoy from neck to
tail providing a real-
istic and natural
appearing feathered
decoy. Abbas was
also busy showing
customers his new
Hott Shot Doe-N-
Estrus deer scent.
Hott Shot’s scientifi-
cally developed “All Weather”formula allows the scent to resist water and to
stick to almost any surface. It performs well in temperatures as low as 17
degrees and the unique formulation allows the scent to last for days. In
addition, because of the unique packaging, the lure can be expelled up to
30 feet to help limit the possibility of contaminating the scent site with
human odor. Contact Greg Abbas at (989) 435-3879 or 1-888-BUY-AWAY.
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Darrin Brown of Hips Targets introduced new vinyl based target
faces in the Master Target DuraShot Target line.These new targets have
anatomically correct, full color images of the vital areas of deer shown
in lifelike detail. They are weatherproof and will not tear apart. Brown
said that PSE representatives also represent the Hips target line across
the country. Hips has an in-house marketing package for dealers where
banners, T-shirts, caps, and some free demonstration targets are pro-
vided. Contact Darrin Brown at (800) 979-0915.

Scott Devuyst from Get Outdoors Hunting L.L.C. of Vassar,
Michigan displayed various seed mixtures for planting food plots and
had an impressive demonstration of its
new Go Lock, shown here. This lock is
made of 6-½ feet of soft vinyl coated,
ultra-flexible, 5/8-inch cable that a pair of
bolt cutters couldn’t cut. The Go Lock is
perfect for tree stands, ATV’s, Trailers,
Generators, Snowmobiles, Construction
Boxes, or any other item that needs to be
secured from theft. The quick connect
push lock is tougher than any other thin cable locks on the market and
holds up better to hammer blows than padlocks. Contact Get Outdoors
Hunting at (888) 826-3849.

Archery retailers
are an inventive lot. At
left Judy Weaver of
Weaver’s Archery in
the city of Middleburg,
Pennsylvania checks
her “to do” list with a
baby on her back while
her older children sleep
in the red wagon she
brought for them.

Wildlife Research Center had a large display
of its products and Communications Director Ron
Bice said for 2008, Wildlife Research has added a
Hot Buck Scent to its lineup and is packaging its
popular Golden Estrus lure in a gel to make it last a
long time. In addition, Bice said the company is
marketing a Scent Killer Foot Powder to keep boots
and feet scent free. Also new this year is the Scent
Killer Autumn formula Dryer Sheets that help pre-
vent static build-up from attracting lint and hair
that may contain odors. The dryer sheets also soft-
en hunting clothes to keep them quiet. Contact
Wildlife Research at (800) 873-5873.

Billy and
Crystal Byrd
show their new
a f f o r d a b l e
r a n g e f i n d e r
that should
generate a lot
of interest from
archers who
don’t have a lot
of money to
invest in elec-
tronic models.
Rangefinders
are indispens-
able for a
bowhunter but,
they can be

expensive. The Archer Range Rangefinder doesn’t
depend on costly electronics for accurate readouts.
The principle is simple. If you know how high you are
in the tree and the angle down to the target, you can
know the distance. Simply determine your height in
the tree by playing out the included tape measure,
aim the rangefinder at an
object on the ground,
then press a button to
read the distance. Contact
Billy or Crystal Byrd at
(866) 493-5686 for further
information.
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With 40 new items in the Robinson Outdoors
line, Michael Mayer (at left) could hit only the high-
lights during a presentation at a press luncheon
arranged by the Media Direct agency. He’s holding a
new Dream Season Pro microfleece jacket that com-
bines ScentBlocker SPF 60 activated carbon with the
silver-based S3 antimicrobial technology. There’s a
removable S3 treated wool liner so your customers
can use this on mild fall days or bitter winter ones.The
jacket is slit at the upper back to accept a safety har-
ness and has built in elastic tethers to keep grunt calls
and rangefinders in easy reach.

Mayer also demonstrated a nifty battery-pow-
ered spray top for use with the Scent Shield Ti4 scent
eliminating spray. Find out more from your sales rep-
resentative or at robinsonoutdoors.com.

Nick Fusco of Outdoor Addiction in Linton,
Indiana,gets a look at some of the new ScentBlocker
footwear Eric Bartley (in blue) helped design for
Robinson Outdoors. Bartley has a long history in the
footwear industry, and worked as a consultant to the
Minnesota firm before it introduced an innovative
Dream Season boot in two heights at the 2007 ATA.
Now Eric heads up the rapidly expanding footwear
division,which has seven new models for  2008. They
include lightweight Whitetail Pursuit models in mens
and women's styles, a Mountain Pursuit model made
with super-light yak leather, three below the ankle
styles and two new Dream Season Pro tall boots.One
of those is insulated with wool, the other has a snake-
proof liner. All the boots fight odor formation with
features like carbon insoles and filters that can be
removed for regeneration. Reach the ScentBlocker
and Scent Shield company at (507) 263-2885.

At right, Lone Wolf Stands is offering a new ladder stand the
company calls the Alpha Ladder. Jeff Weaver co-owner of Lone Wolf
said the new stand is made of extruded aluminum segments that
slide apart for height adjustments, in 4-foot increments. The seg-
ments however remain safely connected by the advanced dovetail
joinery. The ladder features independently adjustable legs to help
conform to uneven terrain. For 2008 the company has worked with
GamePlan Gear to develop the new Wolf Pack,which is a vest-style car-
rier that can be used to transport almost any tree stand,and then it can
be transformed into a treestand workstation. Contact Lone Wolf
Stands at (309) 691-9653.
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B a d l a n d s,
the premium
pack company
headed by Bill
Crawley (at right)
has expanded
into streamlined
ATA accessories.
Crawley showed
ArrowTrade how
they’ve adapted
some of the
foam and fabric
bonding tech-
niques that allow them to build form-fitting packs, to tank
bags, fender bags, and front and rear rack bags. These new
carriers look great, hold their shape and have all the interior
dividers you’d expect from a company that keeps hunters and
backpackers organized on the trail. Get them in black or
Realtree AP by calling the Utah firm at (800) 386-7839.

Outdoor Business Network was
established in December of 2006 by Curt
Jazwiecki, below, to help brick and mortar
outdoor retailers develop a strong pres-
ence on the Internet. He grew up in retailing and understands
with all the hats they have to wear many outdoor retailers don’t
want to have to build and maintain their own web sites. His
business has a flat fee of $500 to develop an attractive cus-
tomized site that can direct more traffic to your door, with a
monthly fee of $35. If you want to expand into E-commerce,
that’s $1,000 upgrade, plus $195 a month for hosting. Jazwiecki
and his two colleagues have done the hard programming work:
retailers will work in simple screens where it’s easy to add prod-
ucts and change prices for items or whole categories. Outdoor
Business Network works with the major archery distributors, so
most product images and descriptions are already in the data-
base you’ll be accessing. Find out more at (800) 699-0820.

At right, Vickie Gardner of Alpen Optics holds two of that
California firm’s newest models. The big Teton 8.5x50s will be
popular with 3-D shooters, who want all the magnification they
can get under the IBO rules. In front of her she’s carrying the
Rainier 10x32, a good unit for Western and other open country
hunters, who want higher power but prefer a fairly compact set
of optics. Both styles come with the quick-release strap she’s
wearing, so you can unclip them and hand them to a buddy or
set them on the dash.These models have twist up eyecups, lock-
ing diopter settings and lenscaps that can’t get lost.

Reach Alpen Optics at (877) 987-8370.

Joe & Bridgette Goade started experimenting with string
stoppers at their archery pro shop several years ago. They stated
selling the STS string stopper about three years ago and
received a patent on it shortly before the ATA show. Joe Goade
is at right, showing the latest model to R. Blacky Schwartz, who
writes for the German language archery magazine, Bogensport.
Below is a model they developed specifically for the Excalibur
line of crossbows. Goade said he wants to
work with manufacturers to license his
products, and Martin is already doing so.
Reach the Goades at their new Bucks &
Ducks pro shop in Dyersburg, Tennessee
by calling (731) 286-6889.
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